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MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: May 31,2000
http://www.cwu.edul-fsenate
Presiding Officer:
Linda S. Beath
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m.
ROLLCALL:
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Alsoszatai-Petheo, Beaghan, Nethery, Scott
Roberts and Stacy
Susan Donahoe, Toni Culjak, David Dauwalder, Lad Holden, Mark Lundgren, Robert McGowan,
Barbara Radke, Charles Reasons, Libby Street and Carolyn Wells

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 00-37 (Passed} Senator DeVietti moved to approve the
agenda as changed: "Add five minutes to B. 2., Market Definition Report, move B. 1., Chairs Report, to be first item
under B., Reports/Discussion Items, strike time for B. 3., Chair Elect report, add five minutes to B. 4., President's
Report."
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the May 17,2000, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request}
No communications.
REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Motion No. 00-42 (Passed}: Senator DeVietti proposed a motion that was approved: "That the Faculty Senate
suspend the Faculty Senate Bylaws in order to act on a motion to amend the bylaws without introducing the motion
at a prior meeting."
Chair
Motion No. 00-38 (Passed}: Chair Beath proposed a motion that was approved: "Ratification of the 2000-01
Faculty Grievance Committee attached as Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-39 (Failed}: Chair Beath proposed a motion to amend Section IV. B. 1 of the Faculty Senate
Bylaws that after debate failed: "All Faculty Senate Standing Committee appointment terms shall be three
years, and no more than two consecutive terms shall be served by an individual on any one committee.
Individuals who have completed the equivalent of two consecutive three year terms by the end of the 200001 academic year, shall be replaced by the beginning of the 2001-02 school year."
Motion No. 00-40 (Passed}: Chair Beath proposed a motion that afer debate was approved: "Amend
Section IV. A. 1., Composition of Executive Committee, of the Faculty Senate Bylaws attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 00-40A (Passed}: Chair Beath proposed a motion that after debate was approved: "Using the
results of the election for the 2000-01 Executive Committee membership at the May 17, 2000 Faculty Senate
meeting, the Senator receiving the next most votes will fill the new position." It was announced that the
Senator receiving the next most votes was Senator Lynn Richmond.
Motion No. 00-408 (Passed}: Chair Beath proposed a motion that after amendment and debate was
approved: "Amend Section IV. B. 1., Senate Standing Committee Membership, of the Faculty Senate Bylaws
attached as Exhibit C."
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Motion No. 00-40C (Passed): Chair Beath proposed a motion that after debate was approved: "Amend
Section IV. B. 3., Powers and Duties, of the Faculty Senate Bylaws attached as Exhibit D."
Motion No. 00-40D (Passed): Chair Beath proposed a motion that was approved: "Delete Section IV. C. 2
of the Faculty Senate Bylaws attached as Exhibit E."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 00-41 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, proposed
a motion that after discussion was approved: "Changes to the CWU Policies Manual, Section 5-10
Curriculum Policies and Procedures, attached as Exhibit F."
Dr. Culjak informed Senators that beginning fall quarter the Curriculum Committee will accept only the new
curriculum transmittal forms.
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1.
CHAIR: Chair Beath presented certificates of appreciation to those Senators ending their term of office.
2.

MARKET DEFINITION REPORT: Chair Beath explained to the Senate that the Ad Hoc Committee for
Market Definition was formed after a recommendation in Dr. Nelle Moore's Salary Equity Study. A motion
was passed by the Faculty Senate forming the committee and directing members to look at issues of market
and how they impact the university across the schools and colleges. Senator Josh Nelson was elected as
committee chair. Committee Chair Nelson then presented the Market Definition Report to the Senate.
Di~cussion followed resulting in the following motion:
Motion No. 00-43 (Passed): Senator Gamon proposed a motion that after debate was approved: "That the
Faculty Senate accept and endorse the Market Definition Report."

3.

CHAIR ELECT: No report.

4.

PRESIDENT: 1. President Norton invited Faculty Senators and their Alternates to join him for lunch in the
Lombard Room on June 7, 2000 to emphasize his appreciation for their work on the Faculty Senate. 2.
President Norton announced that at the request of Dr. Mcintyre he has created evaluations for the campus
community to evaluate the work of top administrators at the university. He explained that there will be a
campus-wide E-mail distributed explaining the procedures of this process, 3. President Norton stated that
the recommended changes to the Faculty Code adopted at the May 17, 2000 Faculty Senate meeting will not
be forwarded to the Board of Trustees without modifications. He explained that the two full grade increases
for Merit I and Merit II, making it a 6% increase on an annual basis, would put a fiscal strain on the university.
He recommended that the proposal be reexamined by the Faculty Senate Code Committee and the Faculty
Senate and then returned to the Board of Trustees in three years. President Norton further explained that he
will recommend against the addition of the words "no more than" in Section 7.20. A., Faculty LoadInstructional Faculty Members, of the Faculty Code. He stated that the proposed addition either represents a
more expectation of teaching load for faculty or confuses the present policy that permits averaging
productivity across a department. He believes that a shift to increase expectations of research, essentially
subsidizing more research by lowering the teaching load, deserves a thorough fiscal analysis. 4. President
Norton presented a memorandum describing the planned realignment of functions that resulted from the
work of the Ad Hoc Administrative Restructuring Committee attached as Exhibit G.

5.

SENATE CONCERNS:
Senator Williams referred to failed Motion No. 00-39 and stated that the motion was originally put forward as
a directive to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee as opposed to a change to the Faculty Senate
Bylaws. She asked Senators to revisit this issue noting that there was simple majority approval of the motion
and that a directive does not require a 2/3 majority vote as does an amendment to the bylaws. Chair Beath
stated that where in the bylaws does it refer to "directives to the executive committee" other than by what is
in the bylaws or the Code.
Senator DeVietti thanked President Norton for leading Central through a difficult transition period. He stated
that during one of the president's first reports to the Faculty Senate, President Norton stated that he wanted
to make the transition for the next president as smooth as possible. Senator DeVietti further stated that
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President Norton's ability to listen, integrate and then act on issues has been heartening. In this way he has
truly prepared the way for a new era for our university under the leadership of Dr. Jerilyn Mcintyre.
Motion No. 00-44 (Passed): Senator DeVietti proposed a motion that was approved : "That the Faculty
Senate publicly acknowledge Dr. James "Dolph" Norton for his stellar work as interim president of our
university."
6.

STUDENT REPORT: No report.

7.

FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Susan Donahoe presented an end of the year summary statement
attached as Exhibit H. Dr. Donhoe encouraged Senators to get involved with policies by reviewing the
CWU Policies Manual on Central's Home Page at <http://www.cwu.edu/-pres/policies/index.html>.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: Senator Heckart asked the Faculty Senate Executive Committee to request from
President Norton a document outlining the modified changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure adopted at the May 17, 2000 Faculty Senate meeting with a copy to the Faculty Senate Code
Committee.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: No report
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report

OLD BUSINESS: The following motion died due to the closure of the 1999-2000 Faculty Senate session .
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 00-34: "Changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached as Exhibit 1."
, NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
'

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00p.m .

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 4, 2000***
BARGE 412
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Exhibit A
Replace Terry Martin with Anne Denman as a regular member.
Reappoint Corwin King for another term as a regular member.
Reappoint Jack Dugan for another term as an alternate member.
Appoint Deborah Medlar for one term as an alternate member.

2000-01 Faculty Grievance Committee:
Regular Members

Term

Term

Alternate Members

10/15/03

Anne Denman, Anthropology

10/15/03

Deborah Medlar, Accounting

10/15/01

Robert Jacobs, Political Science

10/15/01

Minerva Caples, Teacher Education Program

10/15/03

Corwin King, Communication

10/15/03

Jack Dugan, Sociology

10/15/02

Gerald Gunn, Business Administration

Exhibit B
Section IV. Committees
A.

Executive Committee
1. Composition
The Executive Committee shall have sm seven (7) members consisting of the five six (6) officers of the
Senate: the Chair of the Senate, the Chair Elect, the Secretary, the twe three at-large members elected
from the Senate membership, and the immediate past Senate Chair. If the immediate past Senate Chair is
unable to serve on the Executive Committee, the most recent past Senate Chair available will serve. Unless
a current Senator, the past Senate Chair is without vote.

Exhibit C
Section IV. Committees
B. Senate Standing Committees
1.

Membership
There shall be sm seven (6l) standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as described in Section 3.25 of
the Faculty Code: the Faculty Senate Code Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee, the Faculty Senate
Personnel Committee, 8ftd the Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee, and the Faculty Senate Research
and Development Committee. The Faculty Senate General Education Committee is a standing
subcommittee of the Senate Curriculum Committee. Each standing committee shall consist of no fewer than
five (5) faculty members BRRI:Ially appointed, by the Executive Committee and ratified by the Senate at the
first regular Senate meeting of the academic year; in addition to the five (5) or more faculty members of the
Senate Academic Affairs Committee... 8ftd the Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Senate General
Education Committee. two (2) voting, full-time student members shall be appointed to the Senate Academic
Affairs Committee and one (1) full-time student member to the Senate Curriculum Committee and the
Senate General Education Committee, by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the student
body. The Senate Curriculum Committee and the Senate General Education Committee shall also have as
a member one non-voting ex-officio member from the Office of the Provost. Term appointments for the
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Senate Standing Committees shall run three (3) years. No more than one (1) committee member may come
from any one (1) department or group with Senate representation with exception of the Senate General
Education Committee. Faculty membership on the Senate General Education Committee shall consist of
two (2) from the College of the Sciences. two (2) from the College of Arts and Humanities, one (1) from the
College of Education and Professional Studies and one (1 l from the School of Business and Economics.
Members may be appointed from among the general faculty with proportional balance sought between the
schools. At least one (1) member of each standing committee should have served on the committee the
previous year.

Exhibit D
3.

Powers and Duties

9.:.

The Facultv Senate General Education Committee shall be concerned with the study, development.
and improvement of the general education program. The committee shall review and recommend
programs and policies of general education in close cooperation with the school and college deans.
The committee shall work as a subcommittee of the Senate Curriculum Committee.

h.

The Faculty Senate Research and Development Committee shall be concerned, every two years. with
devising. conducting. and communicating the results of the facultv opinion survey of administrators. In
alternate years the study committee shall be concerned with studying the conditions of faculty salary
equity as defined by section 8.46 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure and shall
make recommendations for remedies and adjustments to the Faculty Senate. to appropriate standing
committees of the Facultv Senate. to the Board of Trustees. the university's president and to
provosUvice president for academic affairs. The committee shall also study and recommend action on
other issues relevant to faculty development.

Exhibit E
C. Ad Hoc Committees
2.

Ad lloe Committee for Faculty O~ifliefl of Sur'*'ey of Academic Aemiflistraters
Tt:le Faculty SeMte shall ceflduet faculty e~i~iefl ef surveys of aemiflistratcrs
deaRs, ~revest afld tv•ice
~resideflt for academic affairs, ~resideflt of the Ufliversity
every two (2) years begiflfliflg ifl the academic
year 1986 87. For purposes of eevisiflg afld ceflductiflg the survey, the Seflate shall appoiflt afl ad hoc
committee of members ef the faculty.

Exhibit F

5-10.1.7

Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate acts on recommendations made by the FSCC concerning the
following:
1.

All curriculum policies, including revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual and
policy recommendations from university committees and offices concerned with the curriculum (e.g.,
General Education Committee, University Professional Education Council, Graduate Council, Career
Development Services, Academic Services, Deans' and Provost's Offices);

2.

New programs, or new options within existing programs.

3.

Programs which exceed upper limits. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number
of credits required beyond the upper limits specified in the Curriculum Policies and Procedures
Manual (Section VI} or beyond the limits previously approved by the Faculty Senate.

4.

Program deletiefls.
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Final approval for general education changes.

Note: Faculty Senate Is informed of but does not act on Program Deletions.

5-10.4.2.

Initiation of General Education Requirement Changes. Individuals proposing general education
curriculum changes submit a completed Form B: Program Change Transmittal Form with a description of
the proposed change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures, to the Provost's Office.
The initiator marks the transmittal form as a general education requirement change and the Provost's
Office adds the change to the General Education Committee meeting agenda lists it ifl tt:le Currieuluffi
Suffiffiary Log as suet:l . Tt:le eeademie COffiffiUflily t:les two weeks to respot'ld to tt:le Prev·est's Office.
Followiflg tl'le hve ·weelt t:lele, a copy of the pregraffi cl'leflge ferffi is seflt to tt:le Gefleral Eeucatiefl
Geffiffiittee, aleflg witt:l a cover ffieffio afld afly pertifleflt respoflses. After the General Education
Committee acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo documenting committee action and sends it to
the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee chair. The FSCC lists it in the Curriculum Summarv Log. The
academic community has two weeks to respond to the Provost's Office. Following the two week hold the
FSCC acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action, and sends
it to the Faculty Senate chair to be placed on the Faculty Senate agenda for action. The Faculty Senate
chair then submits the Faculty Senate action to the Provost.

5-10.4.5

Notification. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D), which are compiled in the Provost's Office,
will be used to notify the following people of current proposals: department chairs, east-side and westside eeffiifllstraters university centers, associate registrar, associate school/college deans, Academic
Affairs Council, the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the
General Education Committee.

5-10.4.7

Implementation. Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate
approval (except General Education changes), as soon as they appear in the published minutes of the
Senate, unless approval of the Board of Trustees, the Higher Education Coordinating Board, or the
Commission on Colleges is required, (b) program changes and general education requirement changes
will become effective in the fall quarter of the next year, or (c) in all other cases, on the proposed approval
date indicated on the Curriculum Summary Log (provided no objections have been made). (Reference
Section Ill, A, Official Catalog Curriculum Approval Effective Date, page 5.)

5-10.5.8

Individual Study Courses

5-10.5.9

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars
5-1 0.5.9.2

Process. Course proposals fer •worl(sheps, special topics afld seffiiflars should be subffiittee
ofl Ferffi D fer a~preval by the appropriate ifldividuals as ideRtified Ofl tl'le ferffi. (See
Appefldix C 4).
a.

b.

Workshops should be submitted on Form E for approval by the appropriate individuals as
identified on the form. (See Appendix C5) and will follow the normal curriculum process
for course additions.
Special topics and seminars should be submitted on Form C for approval by the
appropriate individuals as identified on the form. (See Appendix C3) and will follow the
normal curriculum process for course additions.

5-10.5.9.3 Time Restriction. Courses offered as (-91), (-98) and (-99) are temporary offerings.
These numbers are used to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis, for topical
issues, and for "niche markets." Upon approval, the course may be offered for a period of
three years. Any subsequent offering must be as a regular course (numbered 10 to 89),
submitted on either Form C or Form 0 and approved through the established curriculum
process.
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Professional Development Courses
5-10.5.11.2 Process. Departmental addition of a 500 catalog entry will follow the normal curriculum
process for course additions .. and should be submitted on FormE (See Appendix C5.)
Specific 600 courses will folle1<v fiOFfflal special topics apf)reval precess.

5-10.5.13

Office of Continuing Education -Credit Offerings
5-10.5.13.1 Authorization. The ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs or designee has authority to
approve continuing education courses to be taught off-campus for credit. Each request will be
considered on an individual basis and must be submitted on Form 9 C. (Appendix --64 C3.)

5-10.5.15

International Study Courses
5-10.5.15.4 Process. Approval of foreign studies courses.
a. Each course is preapproved by one or more CWU departments and submitted on the
special tof)ies treAsfflittel ferffl. Form C (See Appendix C3) and follows the normal
curriculum process for course additions.

5-10.11

Guidelines for using Curriculum Transmittal Forms

F6t:tf Five forms are provided in Appendix C1 - G4 C5 to transmit curriculum matters:
Form A:
Form B:
Form C:
Form D:
FormE:

5-10.11.4

New Program Transmittal Form.
Program Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form.
Course AdditioA/DeletioA or Cl=tefige Curriculuffl Trafismittel Fofffl.Course Additions &
Curriculum Modifications.
Worltsl=tof), Special Topic, SeffliAer, or ProfessioAal DevelopmeAt TFBflSffiittel Forffl.Course
Change Form (Short Form) and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form.
Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form.

Form C: Course Additiofi/DeletioA er Cl=taAge Curriculum TraRsfflittal Forffl. Course Additions
& Curriculum Modifications. A course addition or deletieA modification request requires the
following background and rationale to be developed and attached to the form.

5-10.11.4.2 Course DeletioR or Cl=taAge Modification (if K-12 personnel, General Education,
prerequisites or coreguisites, or total credits for any program are affected)
5-10.11.4.3 Course Deletion (if K-12 personnel. General Education are affected.)
5.10.11.5

Form D: {Move Form D below to FormE} Course Change Form (Short Form) and Special
Topic/Seminar Conversion Form. This form may only be used for minor course changes such
as prefix. number. credits, title. description or deletion. and for special topic/seminar
conversion to a regular course. Form D may not be used if the course change affects K-12
personnel. General Education. total credits for any program or prerequisites or co requisites.

5.1 0.11.6

Form 9 f.: Workshop, Special Topic, SeffiiRar, er ~Professional Development TraAsmittal
Proposal Form. Workshop, special topic, seffiiAar and professional development proposals
will follow this course guide:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Topical outline of content.
Course objective(s) in terms of student learning outcomes.
Bibliography
Assessment procedures.
Special course requirements.
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Guidelines for Writing Catalog Copy
These guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal forms (Appendices C 1 - 6-4 C5). This section is
the same as it appears on the transmittal form.

B 2 Narrative Curriculum Flow Chart
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM
Develops proposals using the appropriate transmittal forms. After approval by the department chair/program director, the original and
three (or four) copies ofthe proposal are sent to the school/college dean's office.

SCHOOUCOLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE

*

Sends all proposals to Academic Services personnel for technical review. Academic Services returns proposals to the school/college
dean with any discrepancies/irregularities noted.
* Reviews proposals.
* Returns rejected proposals to departments with explanation.
* Sends proposals to the Dean of:Edt~eation and Professional Stt1dies University Professional Education Council CUPEC) for aporoval
if they the proposals affect programs for the preparation of school personnel. After taking appropriate action, the Dean of CEPS
UPEC returns proposals to the school/college dean.
"' Sends proposals to the Dean of Graduate Studies if they affect graduate programs. After taking appropriate action, the Dean of
Graduate Studies returns proposals to the school/college dean.
* Forwards approved proposals to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE/FACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

*

Enter all proposals on the Curriculum Summary Log. Forwards Log for review at the following Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee (FSCC). Following review by the FSCC, the log is distributed Distribt1tes Stll,l'l191f to the provost, school/college deans,
CWU University center§ adnt1nislrlltors, department chairs, FSCC, General Education Committee, and other affected departments.
Unless objections arise, the proposals will be automatically approved two weeks after the FSCC has been notified {the proposed
approval date will be noted on the Summary Log).
* Forwards the following proposals to the f5€&.Facultv Senate after being approved by the FSCC:
I. New programs or new options to existing programs.
2. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required beyond the upper limits specified in the
Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual (75 for BA; 110 for BS) or beyond the limits previously approved by the Faculty
Senate.
"' Rejected proposals are returned to the Provost with explanation.

FiiC{;If;TYSEN-ATE CCJllR:ICUbUM COMMl1TE£
Re·tie<t'•S proposals fer new progrftfn:t, nen· options te existil'lg pregtftfnS, 81'16 eet1rse adeitiens to existing l'regran1s i:ha.l exeeee the tipper
limit ofe1e6its. Rejeetee prepesft!se.re reltlmed te !he Pre~est wi!:h expl1111atiel'l. Appre.ee prepeselslll'e ferwerded te the Faettl!)

Benate:Retie·.~s the Ct11'1'iet!lun1 St1mmary Leg. Tekes aetier1 11ithin two weeks if there are eeneems ana netifies Pre•ost. Otherwise ne fttrther
aetien is reqt~iree.

FACULTY SENATE

*

Acts on proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, course additions to existing programs that exceed the upper
limit of allowed credits and curriculum changes affecting the General Education Requirements ar~d rett1rns then, 16 the Pre >'63t Both
approved and rejected proposals are returned to the Provost (with explanation if rejected).

PROVOST'S OFFICE
"' Returns rejected proposals to school/college dean with explanation.
"' Forwards appropriate proposals to the Board of Trustees for approval.
* Forwards appropriate BOT approved proposals to the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB).
* Forwards copies of all approved proposals to the Registrar er Dean ef Gradttete Srudies and Resetl!'ehJor entry into the catalog.
* 'Hotifies eeperlmenls ef appro t'eo l)reposals. Forwards copies of approved proposals to appropriate departments, school/college, and
Dean of Graduate Studies if required.
* Maintains original proposals in the Provost's Office.

B 3 General Education Curriculum Change Flow Chart
ORIGINATOR
Individual proposing General Education curriculum change submits a completed Program Change Transmittal
Form (B) with a description of the proposed change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures,
to the Provost's Office.
The Provost's Office marks highlights the transmittal form as a Genera) Education Requirement Change.
No approval date mdieated.

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Following lwo week hold; a !1 copy of the program change form is sent to the General Education Committee
chair and committee members, along wilh a eo • er memo and llft) responses from the aeadernie eommttnity.
• General Education Committee acts on the proposal.
• If approved, Chair adds a memo documenting committee action and sends to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Conunittee chair. Ifrejected, proposal is sent back to originator.

•

CUR:R:ICULUl,fSUl,fl,fARYEOGFACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

)

• Program change request is listed in the Curriculum Summary Log, marked as a Genera) Education
Requirement Change.
• Log is distributed in the e1:1stomaey m.atmeras noted in the Narrative Curriculum Flow Chart (previous page), te
the Faettlty Senate Cun"iettlttn't Committee, department ebllirs and academic deaft8. The two week hold period
provides time for response from the academic community.
• Aflt::r lht: two week hold the curriculum committee acts on the proposal.
• If approved, FSCC chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action and sends to the Faculty
Senate chair and to the Provost's Office. If rejected, proposal is returned to the General Education Committee.
R:espomes settt to the Pro • ost' s Office.

FACULTY SENATE
Senate acts on the proposal.
Faculty Senate chair sends a memo documenting Senate action to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE
•

Provost sends a letter confirming the change in the General Education requirements along with the strike-out
version of the program changes to the Registrar, with copies to the Faculty Senate chair, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee chair, the General Education Conunittee chair, academic deans, and the department
chair of the department affected by the change.
A copy of the letter is kept in the Provost's Office for reference and catalog review.

Appendix C (1)

FORM A: NEW PROGRAM Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.htm I)

Department: _____________________________
Submittal Date: - - - - - - - -

School/College: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Department Chair: ____________________________________________

Planned implementation Date: - - - - - - - -

Location of Program: ________________________________

Does this program affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel?_ YES_ NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by UPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements?_ YES_ NO
Description of Proposed Program for Curriculum Summary Log (10 words or less):
Program Name

Degree Type: _B.A. __B.S. __B.Ed. __ B.Mus. __B.F.A. _M.A. __M.A.T. __M.Ed. _M.F .A. _M.M. __M.S .
Program Title: ------------------------------------------------------------------------Specialization Title (if any): _____________________________________________________________
Minor: ------------------------------------------------------------ - ------------What is the total credit requirement for this program? _____
Estimated enrollments for five years FTE/Headcount.

_2

_3

_4

_5

Maximum number of students admitted:
Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
__ Interactive Video __ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)
On attached sheet: Type the new program as you wish it to appear in the on-line catalog denoting any new courses and a
one paragraph synopsis of the program (this is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT). Refer to the Curriculum
Policies and Procedures Manual.
Also please attach:

Proposal Narrative
Any Course Addition/Deletion Forms (Form C or Form D)

Signatures: This form needs to be submitted to the next signature level within 10 working days.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean

.

Academic Services
University Professional Education CouncilUPEC (if applicable)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make four (or five) coptes for dtstnbutwn: Provost Office-Regtstrar-Dean-Department/Program-{Graduate Office)
1. Date FSCC ap prov ed: - - - - -- ----------------3. Date approved by Board of Trustees:
5. Date forwarded to Catalog: - - ----------------

2. Date approved by Faculty Senate: -----------------4. Date submitted to HECB :

JUSTIFICATION FOR NEW PROGRAM MUST BE ATTACHED TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW

New Program Background and Rationale:
1.
2.

Program as it is proposed to be offered. Star (*) new courses. Show total credits required.
Justification for the addition including any program that may be deleted as the result of this new program. A program
deletion requires Form B.
3. Impact on departmental load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to
be hired during the first three years.
4. Projected nonfaculty staffmg needs to support the program.
5. Projected student enrollment for each quarter over the next three years and special additional costs (fees) students will be
required to pay.
6. Projected space needs to support the program (office, classrooms, laboratory).
7. Related curriculum changes that will result from this new program. New courses or course changes require Form C .
8. Detailed costs for implementing the program, by quarter, over the next three years.
9. Source of additional fiscal resources needed to implement the program.
1.0. Unique time elements involved for students to complete the program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six
quarters of upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three quarters.)
I I. Departments affected by the new program. (Attach approval letters from each department chair.)

Program Overview: (Required for new programs)
I.

Department name, chair, implementation date, location (s) of new program.
List of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective
specialties, if appropriate.
III. Program descriptions:
A. Title
8 . Special fees; concurrent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted;
cooperative effort with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C. Special admission requirements (e .g., GPA, class standing, completion of preadmission courses, faculty
recommendation or required score on admissions test[s]).
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
E. List of courses required.
F. Total credits required .
G. All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog as 5-year
programs.
IV. List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors; courses required and electives.

II.

In addition to the above, the documents must address all requirements detailed in Section X , HECB Contents of Program
~roposal, of the curriculum policies and procedures manual.
Attach:

Program text for the on-line catalog.
A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the program along with a list of the courses (*denote new courses) and
showing total credits for program. (This will be submitted to the Faculty Senate).

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ _ _ _--"Date

DA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or
program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to
perform the essential elements.
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Appendix C (2)

FORM B: PROGRAM Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department:

Submittal Date:------~----

Department Chair: - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - -

Date of Implementation:--- -- - - - -- -

Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel? __YES _NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by UPEC.)
Description of Proposal for Curriculum Summary Log (10 words or less):
Proaram Name and Action:
Degree Type: _B.A. _B.S. _B.Ed. _B.Mus. _B.F.A. _M .A. _M.A.T. _M.Ed. _M.F.A. _M.M. _M.S.
Program Title: _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __
Specialization T~le 0f~y):·--------------------------------~--~
Minor: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________
Deletion :

Yes (Skip to signature)

ADD: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Change :

Credits

_ _ Yes (Complete information below)

REMOVE: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

)

Program Changes:A request form (Form Cor D) for each new, changed or deleted course must be submitted along with this
form.
What is the new total credit requirement for this program? _ _ __
Please attach: A one paragraph synopsis of the requested change or deletion, also show the strike out version of the ch~ges and
the total credits for the program. Denote new courses with an asterisk. This is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Academic Services
University Professional Education Council (UPEC)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make four (or tive) copies for distribution: Provost Office-Registrar-Dean's Office-Department/Program--( Graduate Office)
1

•

J.

Date FSCC approved: -:--:-----:--:-2. Faculty Senate notified (Deletions, gen ed, program credit over limit): - - - - -Date BOT notified (Deletions only): - - -- - - - 4. To Catalog: - - -- - - - - - -- - -

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROGRAM DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE ATTACHED
TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
PROGRAM OVERVIEW (Required for program changes):
I.
IL

Department name, chair, office location and phone number.
List of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective specialties, if
appropriate.
III. Program description:
A. Title
8 . Special fees; concwTent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted; cooperative
effort with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C. Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion ofpreadmission courses, faculty recommendation or
required score on admissions test(s) .
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
~ . List of courses required.
F. Total credits required.
G . All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog 5-year programs.
IV . List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors; courses required and electives.

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE (Required for program changes and deletions):
I.
2.

Summary of changes.
Text of the program incorporating both old and new versions, following these editing guidelines; (a) bracket additions; (b) line
through deletions; (c) underline changes in wording.
3. A clean copy of the program as it is proposed to be offered. Star(*) new courses.
4. Justification for the change.
5. Impact on departmental load.
6 . Impact on instructional costs.
' 7. Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposerl change.
8. Attach notification sent to chairs of departments affected.
9. Unique time dements involved in completing the revised program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six quarters of
upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three quarters .)
l 0. Provisions for allowing currently enrolled students to graduate.
In addition to the above, all program deletions must address all requirements detailed in the Guidelines for Program
Planning, Approval and Review issued by the Higher Education Coordinating Board. (A copy is available from the
Provost's Office).
Also please attach:

For Program Changes: On-line catalog text and
For Program Deletions: A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the deletion. (This will be submitted
to the Faculty Senate and BOT).

Please aclmowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ __ __ .D ate

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course
or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without
accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Revised 4/2000

Appendix C (3)

FORM C: Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Submittal Date:

------ - - - - -- ---

IF THE ANSWER TO All OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS NO - Use FORM D.
1) Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES (UPEC approval required) _NO
NO

2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES (Gen Ed approval required)
3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program? __ YES
NO
4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites? __YES
_ _ NO

Type of Course ADDITION:_ Regular Curriculum _Special Topic_ Seminar (Special Topics and Seminars will expire
after three years and may be converted to a regular course offering using Form D.)
Type of Course CHANGE (ifUPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credits are affected): __Deletion __Prefix _ _Number
_ _Credits _ _Title _ _ Description
Reason for course change (10 words or less):

D oes th"IS c 1anae a ect any programs m your or any ot h er department.?

Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date and method). Please attach signed approvals.

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _ _ _ __ Course Number:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Credits: _ __
Title:

------------------------------------------------~-----

Proposed course addition or change(s) for on-line catalog: (Use for Special Topics/Seminars also)
Department Prefix:

Course Number:

Credits:

Title:
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

List Prerequisites for course:

List Cross-listed courses:

1st qtr. to be offered:----------Required course _ _

Elective course

This course required for courses below

Abbreviated Title (18 characters): ~--~-~-~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~--~~~~~~~~~
Contact Iu-s by type: _ _ Lecture __Lab _ _ Lecture/Lab __Seminar __ Practicum Other: _ _ (Refer to Peoplesoft Codes)
Grade Option (Check only one): _Letter Grade _ S/U
Course Repeated for credit: _YES (to a maximum of _ credits)
NO
E timated Enrollment: Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video __ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE

Revised 4/00

s·tona ures:

. d to the next applic11ble signature level within 10 working da·vs.
Tl.
liS f orm nee d s to b e su b mttte
Sij!nature

App•·oval

Date

Originator
Department Chair
Schoo l/College Dean
Academic Services
Uni versity Protessional Edu cation Councii-UPEC
Gen eral Education Committee
Dean of Graduate Studies
Mal<c four (or five) copies for distribution:

Provost Office

Registrar Dean's Office Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Date FSCC approved: _ _ _ __ _ _ Fac Senate approved (Gen Ed Only): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Date forwarded to Catalog:--------

JUSTIFICATION FOR COURSE ADDITION, DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE
ATTACHED TO TIDS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
Course Addition:
.I ustification for the addition and the course level.
A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will be returned to the originator
if the learn ing outcomes and assessment plan are not included).
Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be hired during
the ti rst three years.
No n- thculty staffing needs.
Whether the new course increases graduation requ irements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay.
Related curriculu m changes that will result from this proposed addition .
Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory, equipment,
facilities, etc.
Sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.
Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Descl"iptions:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prelix.
Number.
Title - Concisely and accurately describe the subject matter of the course.
C redits .
Prerequ isites - State in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if:
a) Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
ll) T he course is one of a sequen ce.
c) A certa in level of maturity and fa mil iarity wi th th e language of th e di scipline is necessary.
Co urse Descript ion - Describe content, not methodology, in twenty-five (25) words or less plus prerequisites, restrictions and other
quulifications. No t necessary if course ti tle is self-explanatory . Examples of qual ificatio ns and restrictions:
a) Not to be cou nted in maj or.
b) May be repeated for credit (when subject matter differs [to a maximum of __ credit(s)]).
c) Grade w ill be S/U.
d) Cross-listed courses : i.e. same as ANTH 480. Student shall not receive credit for both .
e) Prefix or Nu mber Change: i.e. formerly ANTI-I 480.

6.

Deletions or Changes - Background and Rationale (use only if change affects UPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credit change)
I.
2.
3.
4.

Justification for th e cl1ange or deletion.
Department(s) affec ted by the change or deletion. Attach approval letter from the chairs of departments affected.
Changes Only: Attach course change tex t for the on-line catalog.
Dcl!!tions Only: a) Number of stu de nts ordi nar il y en roll ed in the course; b) Impact on department load; c) Related curriculum changes
that will result from this proposed deletion.

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ _Initial _ _ _ _ _ _ _D.ate

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
;Is curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabili/tes Act {A DA) Accommodative
Polity, departments must identifY the essential elements (sk ills, knowledge, or abilities) which the cow·se or program is designed to teach
110 tlrat a determination can be made of a student 's ability (with or wiiltout accommodation) to pe!form the essential elements.
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Appendix C

Form D: Course Change Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

Submittal Date:

- - - - -- ------

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS YES - Use FORM C.
1) Does
2) Does
. 3) Does
4) Does

this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES
this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES
NO
this change affect the total credits for any program?_ YES
NO
this change affect pre-requisites or corequisites? __YES
NO

NO

Type of Course Change: __Deletion __Prefix _ _Number _ _ Credits __Title _ _ Description
Does this c 1a nae affect a ny

pro~a ms

m yo ur or any other department?

Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date ami method). Please attach signed approvals.

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: ___ Course Number:

Credits:

Title: - - - - -- -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -

Proposed course change(s) for on-line catalog:
Department Prefix:
Course Number: ___Credits:
Title: - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - 1st qtr. to be offered: :
Required course _ _ Elective course
New Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

COURSE CONVERSION: Special Topic/Seminar Number
Expiration Date:
New Course Number

Title: --~-----------

Please attach original Course approval form.
Required Course:

Elective Course: _ __

If this course has changed significantly over the past three years, please resubmit as a new course. (Form C)

Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

APPROVAL
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Academic Services

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE
Revised 4/00

SIGNATURE

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
If this request is a special topic/seminar conversion, please make sure your original document has the

following information.

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be
returned to the originator for completion)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS

Please aclmowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initiai _ _ _ _ _--'Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only}:
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 4/00

Provost Office Registrar Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix C (5)

Form E: Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provosUcurr_manual.html)

( ) Workshop ___ 91

( ) Professional Development 500

(Check one of the above and indicate level)
ORIGINATED OR SUBMITTED BY
DEPARTMENT
I.

DATE INITIATED-------

Course Prefix & Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -

Credits _ _ __

List abbreviated title for transcript. Limited to eighteen spaces, including punctuation.

2.

Course Description (brief 25 words or less):

3.

Has this course been offered before as a Workshop or Professional Development course? __Yes
(If Yes, specificy when) - - - - - - -- - - -- - -

4.

If this course duplicates or approximates some other course now offered, specify any interdepartmental agreement.

5.

Provide rationale for this course including short term nature, anticipated change to regular course, and projected clientele. Be specific.

6.

Describe arrangements which have been made to staff the course for the initial offering.
Rank ________________________

Instructor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ·

Dates and Times - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.

Evaluation: Letter Grade _ __

No

Anticipated Enrollment - - - - - - -

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) - - - - - -

Give justification for S/U grading request.

8.

Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
__ Interactive Video __ Video Conferencing

APPROVAL
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
app Iicable)
Academic Services

Date Approved

Revised 4/00

_ _ _ __

Other

SIGNATURE

(Check all that apply)

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
Please provide the following information. (Use additional sheets if necessary)

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be

returned to the originator for completion):

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS:

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ _ _ _ _Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix D

Academic Year Curriculum Summary Log
Date
Proposed Approval Date
Date
Rec'd

Department

Proposal Type*

Program/Course

u
p
E

G
E

Brief Description of Proposal

F

s

c

Addition of column titles and kev

UPEC- University Professional Education Council; GE- General Education; FS- Faculty Senate; BOT- Board of Trustees;- HECB - Higher Education Coordinating Board
* Proposal Type Key-- P =Prefix; N =Number; T =Title; C =Credit; D =Description; SP =Special Topic; S =Seminar; W = Workshop
Prepared by the Office of the
Revision Date
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

B
0
T

H
E

c
B

Addition ofuew di<;trihution

Appendix I

CENTRAL WASIDNGTON UNIVERSITY
COURSE RESERVE FORM
This form will be used as official notification for changes to the on-line and printed catalog. NOTE: Once a course
is placed on reserve it will automatically be deleted if it is not taught within a three year period.
Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Proposed Change:
___Add course to reserve list
___Reactivate course from reserve list

Date course placed on reserve-------- - -

___Add program to reserve list
Date program placed on reserve.________ _

___Reactivate program from reserve list
Course as it a

ears in the on-line catalou:

Number: ____Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Course Prefix:
Course Prefix: ______ Number:
Title: - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - ears in the on-line catalo
__ Major

__Minor

__Other

Degree Title:_____ __________

__Major

__Minor

__Other

Degree Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Department Chair Signature

Date
Send one copy to:
Revised 4/2000

Registrar
Provost Office
Graduate Studies

Program Title:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Program Title: - - - - - - - - - --
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Exhibit G
MEMORANDUM
To:

Central Washington University Community

From: Dolph Norton
President ad Interim
Re:

Planned Realignment of Functions

Date: May 31, 2000
This morning, Dr. Mcintyre (by telephone) and I met with members of the Cabinet and the Ad Hoc Administrative
Restructuring Committee. Following is the text from which I spoke as I presented the basic outline for administrative
reorganization. I also am attaching a draft organizational chart that reflects the reorganization. As you read my
remarks and review the chart, please note that specific position titles, groupings, and alignments within
divisions are place holders only. They are very likely to change as each vice president works with the president
to find the ideal configuration for his or her division. Also note that, in some cases, position titles are listed and
in others only functions are listed. This is intentional, awaiting further clarification by each vice president.
I. History: Based on concerns that had been raised in a number of venues, I appointed an ad hoc committee to review
the size, scope, and function of the administrative organization of the university. Many members of the committee are
here with us today. Members included Provost Dauwalder, Vice Presidents Shumate, Gray, Nasser, and Pappas,
Dean Ninnemann, Dr. Beath, Dr. Erickson, Dr. Uebelacker, Dr. Blair, and Dr. DeVietti. Dr. Schepman chaired the
committee, which discussed a series of questions during the last two quarters. About two weeks ago, Dr. Mcintyre
and I received the committees feedback and Dr. Schepman has summarized the committees work in a memo to me.
Let me read two paragraphs from his report:
In the end, one primary conclusion emerged and four alternative structures were proposed.
The primary conclusion is that Central's current structure does not emphasize, as much as it might, the priority of the
academic mission of the university. The committee recommended that any realignment should highlight this priority
and should clarify that the function of all units of the university is to support the academic mission. We fully recognize
that the organizational chart alone cannot assert this priority and that instead the shift in emphasis will require
presidential leadership.
That said, the committee did not conclude that there are too many administrators or that any functions currently
performed are unnecessary. There was some feeling that the university may be able to operate with fewer than five
vice presidents, as revealed in the proposed organizational charts. The number of vice presidents is reduced from
our current five to one, three, or four vice presidents. Commonly, the Division of Enrollment Management and
Marketing is eliminated, although its functions were viewed as very important and were distributed to other divisions
within the university. For the most part, the proposals suggest realignment of function rather than realignment of
positions or units.

II Process:
A

Following the discussion with and report of the committee, Dr. Mcintyre and I reviewed the recommendations and
found that we were in agreement with the primary recommendation and with many of the realignments embedded
in the organizational structures that were forwarded.

B. Based on that review, we are recommending the following realigrunents of function, reductions, and (a very few)
new functions .
C. Three caveats
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1. The organizational chart we are distributing lists, in some cases, existing units or titles and in other cases
only functions. Primarily, the proposal is intended to recommend shifts of functions from one division to
another and reduction in divisions from five to four. Additional review will be necessary to identify specific
positions, regroupings, and alignments within divisions and this responsibility will be left to the vice presidents
in consultation with the president.
2.

The proposal we are bringing forward appears to be a bit more workable and somewhat more streamlined
than the one under which we currently operate. However, it too will have to be tested and additional
refinements are almost certain to prove necessary.

3.

The effectiveness of this or any organizational chart is dependent on the people who are assigned to specific
functions. For this reason, Dr. Mcintyre will be reviewing the performance of the individuals who report to her
and will ask the vice presidents to do the same for the individuals who report to them. But lest this news
cause any anxiety, let me hasten to say that the evidence suggests that the very large majority of individuals
who work at the university provide far more than their job descriptions require and their positions are indeed
quite secure!

Ill Restructuring
A. The following changes will take place beginning on July 1, 2000

1. Responsibility for facilities planning and construction; the physical plant, and maintenance and operations
(building, grounds, keys and utilities systems) for both state and non-state facilities will be transferred to the
Director of Facilities Services consistent with Policy 7.-2.1.2 of the code. (Policy 7-2.1.2: 7he Director of the
Facilities Management Department has responsibility for compiling, presenting, and executing the approved
Capital and Maintenance Plan for all University facilities. This is without respect for the sources of funds
used to support those facilities. He or she will have supervision of facilities planning and construction;
physical plant, maintenance and operations (building, grounds, keys and utilities systems); and motor pool
operation and maintenance.)
2.

Mr. Rob Chrisler will become special assistant to Vice President Nasser.

3.

The business and operations f1mctions of housing, conference center, and dining will be aligned with the Vice
President for Business and Financial Affairs.

4.

The University Store will be aligned with the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs.

5.

The Central Connection Card operation also will move to the Vice President for Business and Financial
Affairs.

6.

Health and Counseling Services will continue its alliance with the Vice President for Student Affairs, reporting
directly to her until additional changes occur in the fall.

7.

Resident Life will continue its alliance with the Vice President for Student Affairs, reporting directly to her until
additional changes occur in the fall.

8. Mr. Mark Lundgren and his unit, Ms. Martha Lindley and her unit, and Mr. Keith Champagne (as acting
director of athletics) and his unit will report to the president.
9.

Coordination of the ASSP project will move under Institutional Studies and Accountability.
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B. Beginning on September 1, 2000

1. The Provost! Vice President for Academic Affairs will become the Provost/ Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs

2. The Division of Enrollment Management and Marketing will be eliminated.
3. The Division of Student Affairs will become the Division of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management
4.

The Division of Development and Alumni Relations will become the Division of Development, Marketing, and
Alumni Relations

5.

The units reporting to the Division of Enrollment Management and Marketing will be redistributed in the
following way:
a.

Enrollment Management and Registrar functions including admissions, recruitment, financial aid, and
student records will report to the Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management.

b . Marketing, university relations, and the web developer will be aligned with the Vice President for
Development, Marketing, and Alumni Relations.
c.

The Academic Advising Center, the Academic and Disability Support Programs, and the McNair Scholars
will be aligned with the provost/senior vice president for academic affairs.

6.

The space analyst/planning function will be aligned with the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs.

7.

Certain of the academic computing fimctions of network operations will be aligned with the provost's office,
although discussion is continuing on exactly how this will be accomplished.

8.

This proposal would have the effect of establishing four units within the office of the Vice President for
Business and Financial Affairs: contractual/environment (Corona), financial/fiscal (Antonich), physical
(Vertrees), and technology (lmamshah). Three units would be created within the Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management: Enrollment Management and Registrar, Dean of Students,
and Campus Life . In addition, two liaison functions are recommended: one aligned with the Division of
Business and Financial Affairs responsible for liaison work with both academic affairs and student affairs and
one aligned with the provost for liaison work with the academic features of marketing and with conference
programs.

)

IV Implications

A. To make this reorganization work, the vice presidents will need to work very closely with each other and with the
president. It is extraordinarily important that functions continue uninterrupted during these realignments.
B. Beginning immediately, the vice presidents are being asked to work together to determine the budgeting and
budgetary implications of the recommended changes.
C. Beginning immediately, the human resources unit is being asked to identify any implications of changes related to
personnel policies.

Organizational Chart

Proposed Administrative Restrocturir..,

Central Washington University 5/31100

Board of Trustees

I

President

Facuity Senate ---Employee Council ---Administrative Exempt ----

1 •

•
Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs
DeanofCAH
DeanofCEPS
Center for Teaching and Learning
DeanofCOTS
DeanofSBE
Dean of Graduate Studies and Research
Scholarships and Grants
McNair Scholars
Dean of Libraries and Information
Technology
Libraries
Center for Learning Technology
Academic Computing 1
Media Services
•
Library Copy Center
Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs-- (University Centers and Outreach)
Continuing Education
•
International Programs
•
Summer School
•
Westside and Eastside Center Direction
•
Academic Marketing and Liaison with
Conference Program~
Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs- (Academic Programs and Support)
Assessment
Curriculum Review
General Education
Individual Studies
Academic Advising Center
Academic and Disability Support
Programs
Academic Skills
Achievement Programs
Educational Opportunity Program
Disability Support Services

Vice President for Business and Financial
Affairs
Special Assistant to the Vice President
Associate Vice President
Business Services and Contracts
Human Resources
Utilities
Public Safety and Police Services
Parking
•
Duplicating and Printing Services
Graphic Services
Environmental Health and Safety
Mail Room
Housing and Conference Business and
Operations
Dining Business and Operations
Central Card Connection
•
University Store
Liaison with Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs>
Director, Financial Services
Accounting
Budget
Student Financial Services
•
Enterprise Accounting
Director, Facilities Services for State and
Non-State Facilities
CustodialJGrounds
•
Building Maintenance
•
Facilities Planning and Construction
•
Administrative Functions
•
Plant Operations
Space Analysis and Planning
Director of Computing and
Telecommunications Operations
Networks
Applications
•
Telecommunications

Executive Assistant to the President
Administrative Assistant to the
President/Board Secretary
Auditing and Control
OEO Compliance
Institutional Studies and Accountability
ASSP Project Coordination
Athletic Director
Government Relations

Vice President for Student Affairs and
EnroUment Management
Associate Vice President/Dean of Students
Career Development Services
Empowerment Center
Health and Counseling Services
Student Judicial Proceedings

Associate Vtee President for Enrollment
Management/Registrar
Admissions,
Enrollment Management
Recruiting
Financial Aid
Student Records

Assistant Vice President for Campus Life
Student Government
KCWU
Intramural Sports
•
Clubs and Organizations
•
Resident Life
•
Commuter Life 1
Centers' Life Coordinator 1
•
Wellness

Vice President for Development, Marketing,
and Alumni Relations
Advancement
•
CWU Foundation
Development
Alumni Relations
CWU Alumni Foundation
University Relations
Marketing
Web Design

NOTE: In some cases, existing
units or titles are included and in
other cases only functions are
listed. Primarily, the proposal is
intended to recommend shifts of
functions from one division to
another and reduction in divisions
from five to four. Each vice
'r esld#n t will worlc topther with
the president to d#tennlne
•pee/fie po•ltlon title•, groupln,.,
and alignment• within hi• or her
dlvl•lon. The current alignments
within dlvl•lo,. a,. placeholdets
only and very well may change
over the next t.w month•.
Italicized text reflects functions
shifted from one division to
another.
1
Existing function somewhat
differently configured or named, to
be refined later.
2
Newly defined function
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Exhibit H
Report on the Activities of the Academic Affairs Committee for 1999-2000

Members:
Gregory Chan, ex-officio, Representative of the Provost
Frank Cioffi, College of Arts and Humanities
Phil Diaz, College of the Sciences
Susan Donahoe, Chair, College of Education and Professional Studies
Barney Erickson, ex-officio, Representative Academic Department Chairs
Organization (ADCO)
Ed Gallenbeck, College of the Sciences
Robert Holtfreter, School of Business and Economics
Josh Kilen, Student Representative
Robert Lupton, College of Education and Professional Studies
John Ninnemann, ex-officio, Representative of the Academic Affairs Council
Steve Schepman, School of Business and Economics
Dana Sherrell, Student Representative
Jeff Snedeker, College of Arts and', Humanities
After reflecting on the topics below, the committee offers this summary of activities for the 1999-2000 school, year. If
more details are desired, we will gladly provide more information.
Evaluation of liaison with Academic Affairs Council. We have greatly appreciated the contributions of the members on
our committee. John Ninnemann made essential contributions, providing insight into decisions, their ramifications, and
possible domino effects. Gregory Chan who attended our committee meetings as a representative from the Provost's
Office, is also on the Academic Affairs Council and has added valuable comments, when he was able to attend.
Evaluation of Committee members' participation. The committee has a permanent meeting time of Thursdays from 3:00
-5:00P.M .. We met with a quorum at least 25 times this year. A few meetings were canceled due to holidays or travel
in which a quorum was not anticipated. The Academic Affairs Committee responded to all to issues brought to the
committee by the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate or by the Academic Affairs Council. In addition, the
committee appreciates that is charged to be pro active as well as reactive. Issues brought to the committee resulted in
reports of information to the Faculty Senate. Some of the reports became motions to be acted upon by the Faculty
Senate. A summary of these reports are in the Faculty Senate minutes provided in Appendices A, B, C, D, E, and F.
Committee meetings also included many guests ranging from the Provost to groups of students. Collaborative efforts
were made with other groups such as the General Education Committee and the Academic Affairs Council.
Term Limits - How to increase faculty participation on Faculty Senate Committees. This issue was brought to the
committee late in the spring quarter. This committee recognizes the need for staggered membership and letting
prospective members know the regular meeting times in advance. A proposed motion of term limits for the Faculty
Senate meeting was already prepared as an informational item to be voted on the 31st of May. (See Appendix G)
Future Items. Executive Committee membership for next year on each Faculty Senate Standing Committee. We
welcome participation, but feel the person should not have a vote. We also welcome new faculty to join us to learn about
our committee and its responsibilities.
Communication with Faculty Senate about committee deliberations. As specified in the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate,
the committee chair reported on a regular basis to the Faculty Senate whether it was for information only or with a
motion. Also, I added Linda Beath and Nancy Bradshaw to our E-mail list and requested that Caroline Onstot attend and
take minutes at our meetings.
The Appendices contain only the portion of the Faculty Senate minutes in which reports were given. The full minute may
be found on the CWU web site, (http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate/).
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Appendix A. Faculty Senate Minutes for November 3, 1999, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate.
Reported progress in discussion of academic forgiveness and recommended no action to be taken on the Grade
Inflation Report of the Ad Hoc Committee accepted last year.
,Appendix B. Faculty Senate Minutes for January 12, 1999, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The
Committee proposed changes in the policy of academic forgiveness 5-9.4.27 and brought Motion No. 00-03 to the
Faculty Senate . The Senate tabled it and recommended it return to the committee for minor changes.
Appendix C. Faculty Senate Minutes for February 2, 2000, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The
Committee proposed the revised Motion No. 00-03 for the policy changes of academic forgiveness in Exhibit C. The
Senate accepted the motion. The Committee brought another motion to the Faculty Senate, Motion No.00-08 in Exhibit
D in the minutes to make minor changes in the wording of policy 5-9.4.29. on Syllabi, which was accepted.
Appendix D. Faculty Senate Minutes for March 1, 2000, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The
Committee proposed Motion No. 00-17 for the policy changes of policy 5-9.3.2 regarding transfer credit from Community
Colleges in Exhibit A. and proposed acceptance of Academic Associate Degrees from Community Colleges in the
Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. The Senate accepted the motion.
Appendix E. Faculty Senate Minutes for April 5, 2000, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The
Committee proposed Motion No. 00-28 for the policy changes of policy 5-9.4.28 regarding Class Attendance and
Participation . The Senate accepted the motion.
Appendix F. Faculty Senate Minutes for May 3, 2000, Academic Affairs Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The
Committee conclusion was reported for the policy regarding Proposed Scheduling Format for Consideration. The
Committee recommended no action at this time.
Appendix G. Proposed motion regarding Faculty Senate standing committee term limits.

APPENDIXG
Motion: "All Faculty Senate standing committee appointment terms shall be 3 years, and no more than 2 consecutive
terms shall be served by an individual on any one committee. Individuals who have completed the equivalent of two
consecutive three-year terms, by the end of the 2000-01 academic year, shall be replaced by the beginning of the 200102 school year."
Rationale: Placing committee membership on a regular rotation will broaden the knowledge base of our faculty, diversify
the input heard in committee forums , and strengthen the university's commitment to shared governance. While there are
advantages of economy in having a few "experts" with extended committee tenures, the Faculty Senate can become
overly dependent on a few individuals to interpret and make policy; these experienced individuals may continue to
provide information as consultants. Collective rather than individual wisdom is essential for the healthy governance of a
university.

Exhibit I
4.30 B. 1. Assistant Professor
a.

The doctorate degree, as recognized by United States accrediting associations, or~ appropriate terminal
degree (i.e., standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations);
or

b.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five (45) quarter credit
hours of systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree and three (3) years of professional academic
experience;
or
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The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and five (5) years of professional
academic experience.
Associ ate Professor

a.

The do ctorate degree or eettJivaleftt appropriate terminal degree (i.e. standards established by recognized United
States accrediting associations) and six (6) years of professional academic experience~

b.

=Ffte master's degree as reeegnized by Uflited States accrediting esseeietiens end ferty five (45) EjtJarter credit
~etJrs ef systematic stuey beyend ttlet fleeeed fer ttle master's degree ana eight {8) year es l'rofessienal aeeeemie
experience.

4.30 B. 3.a.

Profes sor

The doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally expected or the equiveleAt appropriate terminal
degree (i .e., standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations) and ten (10) years of professional
academic experience;

4.60

Non-Tenure Track Appointments
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers or adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon
recomm endation of an academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president when, in the
judgment of the department such appointments are desirable to help the department meet teaching loads.
Non-tenure-track appointees who teach or supervise subjects or activities in which students receive credit shall hold at least
the master's degree or eq uivalent as approved by United States accrediting agencies. Only in exceptional cases may this
rule be waived.
A. 4.

Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers are not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure
and other similar benefits. However, individuals holding such appointments may as a result of a national search . at
any time be given a tenure-track appointment with academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in Section
4. 30 of th e Faculty Code. 8ftfl; Wwith such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and approval by
the appropriate dean, the provosUvice president for academic affairs and the president, such individuals may be
given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time served towards promotion, tenure and professional leave
or other similar benefits where applicable;

A. 8.

Full-time non-tenure-track appointees shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Sections 5.07 and 8.65)
and independently, by department chairs at least once each year before any renewal of the appointment occurs.
Su ch evaluation shall take 4.60 A. 6 of the Faculty Code and the terms of the appointee's contract into account.
Departm ent chairs shall inform the dean of the results of the evaluation.

B. 3. d. The performance of the adjunct appointees' contracted assignments shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See
Sections 5.07 and 8.65) and , independently, by department chairs at least once each year ..
Rationale: The proposal that non-tenure track faculty hold at least the master's degree simply repeats the stipulation in Section
4.55 that tenure-track appointees possess at least the master's degree. It has come to the attention of the Code Committee that
degree requirem ents for th e non-tenure-track may be handled in a more cavalier manner than for the tenure-track in some
schools/colleges of the university. Other proposed changes are necessary in order to conform to proposed new Section 5.05. (See
above.)

8.70.

c
1.

Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this Code, except that faculty members normally
cannot be promoted before completing three {3) four (4) years of service in their current rank at Central Washington
University . Thus consideration for promotion can occur in the lhifd fourth and subsequent years of service in the
current rank. Three (3) Four (4) years in a current rank does not guarantee promotion. Primary responsibility for
recommendations for promotion rests with the schools, colleges, library and appropriate deans.

3.

It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their professional records. Faculty members who wish
to be considered for promotion must make available t0 the department and Its personnel committee updated
professional record fo rms and other materials consistent with the university's and department's criteria for the award of
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promotion (Section 8.65.0). Individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased retirees, shall be
entitled to submit recommendations to their dean concerning candidates for promotion. The personnel committee of
the department or the department as a whole may prepare a list of recommendations for promotion to the dean. The
department chair will Inform qualified faculty members of their placement on the chair's list, of the recommendation of
the personnel committee whenever relevant, prior to the transmission of the list(s) to the appropriate administrator.
8.75 Merit
B.

Merit-Procedure
1.

(Second paragraph) The professional record, along with such other documentation as is pertinent to the case,
that meets university. college/school and departmental criteria for the award of merit. shall ~ be submitted to
the appropriate chair and/or departmental personnel committee by the established deadline date for a given
year (See academic calendar for submission dates).

=!-:

T l1e

L&:

Departments, deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs shall observe the deadlines for
submission of merit recommendations posted in the academic calendar.

§..,&.-

In years when funds exist for merit awards, recommendations for merit shall be made by departments and a list
established by deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs.

reasoA-5-f~f'aftfing

merit will be made ptffltie to exemplify wt1et is valued by tt1e uflivCFsity.

8.80 Tenured Faculty Review
Tenured faculty shall be reviewed by departmental personnel committees and , independently, by department chairs at least
once every three (3) years. Merit or promotion review may constitute such a continuing performance evaluation; if merit or
promotion reviews do not occur for a given faculty member during a three (3) year period, a separate performance evaluation
shall be condu cted . The criteria and procedures for such evaluation shall be consistent with those for the award of merit and
promotion .
Phased retirees shall be evaluated by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at least
once every three years in accordance with Section 9.92 G. of this Faculty Code.
Tenured faculty and phased retirees under review shall submit to the department chair and members of the department
updated professional records and other materials consistent with the university and departmental criteria for merit and
promotion and with Section 9.92 G of this Faculty Code.
Through the review of tenured faculty, the university encourages and assists faculty members in their efforts to improve
professionally.

--

**This agenda is being distributed in hard-copy form because the changes to the curriculum forms are hard to read in
Web format. Please bring this agenda to the meeting. There will be no copies provided at that time .

•CULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, May 31, 2000, 3:10p.m.
BARGE412
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 00-37: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

V.

REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (20 Minutes)
Chair
Motion No. 00-38: "Ratification of 2000-01 Grievance Committee Members attached as Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-39: "All Faculty Senate standing committee appointment terms shall be 3 years, and no more than 2
consecutive terms shall be served by an individual on any one committee. Individuals who have completed the
equivalent of two consecutive three year terms, by the end of the 2000-01 academic year, shall be replaced by the
beginning of the 2001-02 school year." Rationale attached as Exhibit B.
Motion No. 00-40: "Proposed changes to the Faculty Senate Bylaws attached as Exhibit C."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 00-41: "Proposed changes to the CWU Policies Manual, section 5-10 Curriculum Policies and Procedures,
attached as Exhibit D."

VI.

REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
9.

MARKET DEFINITION REPORT: Josh Nelson (50 Minutes)
CHAIR (10 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT (5 Minutes)
PRESIDENT (5 Minutes)
SENATE CONCERNS (15 Minutes)
STUDENT REPORT (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Joshua Nelson

VII.

OLD BUSINESS
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 00-34: "Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached as
Exhibit E."

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

IX,

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: October 4, 2000***
BARGE412

Exhibit A
Replace Terry Martin with Anne Denman as a regular member.
Reappoint Corwin King for another term as a regular member.
~- ' 'i!PPOint Jack Dugan for another term as an alternate member.
) oint Deborah Medlar for one term as an alternate member.
2000-01 Faculty Grievance Committee:
Term

Regular Members

Term

Alternate Members

10/15/03

Anne Denman, Anthropology

10/15/03

Deborah Medlar, Accounting

10/15/01

Robert Jacobs, Political Science

10/15/01

Minerva Caples, Teacher Education Program

10/15/03

Corwin King, Communication

10/15/03

Jack Dugan, Sociology

10/15/02

Gerald Gunn, Business Administration

Exhibit B
Rationale for Motion No. 00-38: Placing committee membership on a regular rotation will broaden the knowledge base of our faculty, diversify
the input heard in committee forums, and strengthen the university's commitment to shared governance. While there are advantages of
economy in having a few "experts" with extended committee tenures, the Faculty Senate can become overly dependent on a few individuals to
interpret and make policy; these experienced individuals may continue to provide information as consultants. Collective rather than individual
wisdom is essential for the healthy governance of a university.

Exhibit C
Section IV.
A.

Executive Committee
1.

B.

C.

Committees

Composition
The Executive Committee shall have~ seven (7) members consisting of the fio.le six (6) officers of the Senate: the Chair of the
Senate, the Chair Elect, the Secretary, the lwe three at-large members elected from the Senate membership, and the immediate
past Senate Chair. If the immediate past Senate Chair is unable to serve on the Executive Committee, the most recent past
Senate Chair available will serve. Unless a current Senator, the past Senate Chair is without vote.

Senate Standing Committees
1.

Membership
There shall be~ eight (6 I> standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as described in Section 3.25 of the Faculty Code: the
Faculty Senate Code Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee, the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee, 8fld the Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee,
and the Faculty Senate Research and Development Committee. The Faculty Senate General Education Committee is a standing
subcommittee of the Senate Curriculum Committee. Each standing committee shall consist of no fewer than five (5) faculty
members appointed annually appointed, by the Executive Committee and ratified by the Senate at the first regular Senate meeting
of the academic year; in addition to the five (5) or more faculty members of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee, 8ftd the
Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Senate General Education Committee, two (2) voting, full-time student members shall be
appointed to the Senate Academic Affairs Committee and one (1) full-time student member to the Senate Curriculum Committee
and the Senate General Education Committee, by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the student body. The
Senate Curriculum Committee and the Senate General Education Committee shall also have as a member one non-voting exofficio member from the Office of the Provost. Term appointments for the Senate Standing Committees shall run three (3) years
and no more than 2 consecutive terms shall be served by an individual on any one committee. No more than one (1) committee
member may come from any one (1) department or group with Senate representation with exception of the Senate General
Education Committee. Faculty membership on the Senate General Education Committee shall consist of two (2) from social
science, two (2) from natural science, one (1) from the College of Education and Professional Studies and one (1) from the School
of Business and Economics. Members may be appointed from among the general faculty with proportional balance sought
between the schools. At least one (1) member of each standing committee should have served on the committee the previous
year.

2.

Powers and Duties

9.o

The Faculty Senate General Education Committee shall be concerned with the study, development. and improvement of the
general education program. The committee shall review and recommend programs and policies of general education in close
cooperation with the school and college deans. The committee shall work as a subcommittee of the Senate Curriculum
Committee.

!1

The Faculty Senate Research and Development Committee shall be concerned . every two years. with devising. conducting,
and communicating the results of the faculty opinion survey of administrators. In alternate years the study committee shall be
concerned with studying the conditions of faculty salary equity as defined by section 8.46 of the Faculty Code of Personnel
Polley and Procedure and shall make recommendations for remedies and adjustments to the Faculty Senate. to appropriate
standing committees of the Faculty Senate. to the Board of Trustees. the university's president and to provost/vice president
for academic affairs. The committee shall also study and recommend action on other issues relevant to faculty development.

Ad Hoc Committees
2.

Ad I lee GeR'IR'littee fer Feettll)· Opinion ef SttR>'ey ef AeadeR'lie AdR'linistreters
deans, pre'v'est ef'ld 'v'iee presideRt for eeedeR'lie
The Faculty Sef'lete si'lell eef'lduet faculty epif'lien ef suf\•eys ef edR'lif'listreters
evef)' t\'t'e (2) years l:le!JiAf'llf'I!J if'l the eeeeeR'lie year 1986 87. Fer pttrf'leses ef devislfl@ eAd
affairs, presideflt ef ti'le Ufliversil)"
eeAettelif'I!J ti'le stJrvey, ti'le Seflete si'lell Sf'lpOiflt efl ea i'lee eeR'IR'littee ef R'leR'll:lers ef ti'le feeull)'.

Exhibit D

"1.1.7

Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate acts on recommendations made by the FSCC concerning the following:
1.

All curriculum policies, including revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual and policy recommendations
from university committees and offices concerned with the curriculum (e.g., General Education Committee, University
Professional Education Council, Graduate Council, Career Development Services, Academic Services, Deans' and
Provost's Offices);

2.

New programs, or new options within existing programs.

3.

Programs which exceed upper limits. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required
beyond the upper limits specified in the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual (Section VI) or beyond the limits
previously approved by the Faculty Senate.

II

PFe!}r-em aeletieAs.

&...!,Final approval for general education changes.

Note: Faculty Senate is informed of but does not act on Program Deletions.

5-10.4.2.

Initiation of General Education Requirement Changes. Individuals proposing general education curriculum changes submit
a completed Form B: Program Change Transmittal Form with a description of the proposed change, including an effective date
and all appropriate signatures, to the Provost's Office. The initiator marks the transmittal form as a general education
requirement change and the Provost's Office adds the change to the General Education Committee meeting agenda lists it iR
tRe G~:~l'fiettll:lm S1:1mmer)' Le!} as StieR. The aeaaemie eemml:ll'lily Res twe weelts t6 resl)eRa te the Prevest's Offiee. FellowiAg
tRe twe weelt hela, a eol)y of tRe pregrem eheRge 1offfl is seAt to tRe GeReral Ea~:~eetioA Committee, eloAg with a eever meme
81'16 eRy pertiRef'lt resl)ef'lses. After the General Education Committee acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo
documenting committee action and sends it to the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee chair. The FSCC lists it in the
Curriculum Summary Log. The academic community has two weeks to respond to the Provost's Office. Following the two week
hold the FSCC acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action, and sends it to the
Faculty Senate chair to be placed on the Faculty Senate agenda for action. The Faculty Senate chair then submits the Faculty
Senate action to the Provost.

5-10.4.5

Notification. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D), which are compiled in the Provost's Office, will be used to notify the
following people of current proposals: department chairs, east-side and west-side eemiRistreters university centers, associate
registrar, associate school/college deans, Academic Affairs Council, the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, and the General Education Committee.

5-10.4.7

Implementation. Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate approval (except General
Education changes), as soon as they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, unless approval of the Board of Trustees ,
the Higher Education Coordinating Board, or the Commission on Colleges is required, (b) program changes and general
education requirement changes will become effective in the fall quarter of the next year. or (c) in all other cases, on the
proposed approval date indicated on the Curriculum Summary Log (provided no objections have been made). (Reference
Section Ill, A, Offleiel Geteleg Curriculum Approval Effective Date, page 5.)

5-10.5.8

Individual Study Courses

5-10.5.9

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars

5-10.5.9.2

Process. Ge1:1rse l)f61)esels fer werltsRe(3s , S(3oeial te13i~ eru:l seffiiAers shel:lla ee Sl:leffiittea eR Ferm D fer
8(3(3f6Val ey the 8(31)repriete iRdi'll'idl:lels 89 iaef'ltiflea OA the farm. (See AppeRdix G 4).

]!
b.

5-10.5.9.3

Workshops should be submitted on Form E for approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on the
form. (See Appendix C5) and will follow the normal curriculum process for course additions.
Special topics and seminars should be submitted on Form C for approval by the appropriate individuals as
identified on the form. (See Appendix C3l and will follow the normal curriculum process for course additions.

Time Restriction. Courses offered as (-91), (-98) and (-99) are temporary offerings. These numbers are used
to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis, for topical issues, and for "niche markets." Upon approval,
the course may be offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent offering must be as a regular course
(numbered 10 to 89), submitted on either Form Cor Form D and approved through the established curriculum
process.

5-10.5.11

Professional Development Courses
5-10.5.11.2 Process. Departmental addition of a 500 catalog entry will follow the normal curriculum process for course
additions .. and should be submitted on Form E (See Appendix C5.) S~eeifle 500 ee1:1rses will fella·.v flerfflel
speeiel tepies eppre't'el preeess.

5-10.5.13

Office of Continuing Education - Credit Offerings
5-10.5.13.1

5-10.5.15

Authorization. The ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs or designee has authority to approve continuing
education courses to be taught off-campus for credit. Each request will be considered on an individual basis and
must be submitted on Form B_Q. (Appendix -G4 C3.)

International Study Courses
5-10.5.15.4 Process. Approval offoreign studies courses.
a. Each course is preapproved by one or more CWU departments and submitted on the speelel te~ies
treflsmittel ferm. Form C (See Appendix C3) and follows the normal curriculum process for course additions.

5-10.11

Guidelines for using Curriculum Transmittal Forms
foof Five forms are provided in Appendix C1 - S4 C5 to transmit curriculum matters:

Form
Form
Form
Form

A:
B:
C:
D:

New Program Transmittal Form.
Program Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form.
Ce1:1rse AE!Eiitiefl~Deletiefl er Chefl~e C~:~rrie1:111:1m TreAsfflittel Ferm.Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications.
'Nerltshep, Speeiel Tepie, Semifler, er PrefessieAel De">'elepmeAt Treflsmittel Ferm.Course Change Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form.
Form E: Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form.

5-10.11.4

Form C: Course AEfEfiliefl/DeletioA or Change Gl:lrriel:lll:lm TreAsmiltal Form. Course Additions & Curriculum
Modifications. A course addition or EfeletieA modification request requires the following background and rationale
to be developed and attached to the form.

5-10.11.4.2 Course DeletieA er Gl'leAge Modification ( if K-12 personnel, General Education, prerequisites or corequisites.
or total credits for any program are affected)
5-10.11.4.3 Course Deletion (if K-12 personnel. General Education are affected.)
5.1 0.11.5

Form D: {Move Form D below to Form E} Course Change Form (Short Form) and Special Topic/Seminar
Conversion Form. This form may only be used for minor course changes such as prefix. number. credits. title.
description or deletion. and for special topic/seminar conversion to a regular course. Form D may not be used if
the course change affects K-12 personnel. General Education. total credits for any program or prerequisites or co
requisites.

5.1 0.11.6

Form 9 ,5: Workshop, Speeiel Tepie, Sefflinar, er ~Professional Development Trel"'smittel Proposal Form.
Workshop, speeiel tepie, semiAer and professional development proposals will follow this course guide:
A. T apical outline of content.
B. Course objective(s) in terms of student learning outcomes.
C. Bibliography
D. Assessment procedures.
E. Special course requirements.

5-10.12

Guidelines for Writing Catalog Copy
These guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal forms (Appendices C 1 - G-4 C5). This section is the same as it appears
on the transmittal form.

B 2 Narrative Curriculum Flow Chart
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM
Develops proposals using the appropriate transmittal forms. After approval by the department chair/program director, the original and
three (or four) copies of the proposal are sent to the school/college dean's office.

SCHOOUCOLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE

*

*
*
*
*
*

Sends all proposals to Academic Services personnel for technical review. Academic Services returns proposals to the school/college
dean with any discrepancies/irregularities noted.
Reviews proposals.
Returns rejected proposals to departments with explanation.
Sends proposals to the Dean efEeh:teftlien and Prefessienal Stttdies University Professional Education Council (UPEC) for approval
if they the proposals affect programs for the preparation of school personnel. After taking appropriate action, the Dean ef CEPS
UPEC returns proposals to the school/college dean.
Sends proposals to the Dean of Graduate Studies if they affect graduate programs. After taking appropriate action, the Dean of
Graduate Studies returns proposals to the school/college dean.
Forwards approved proposals to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE/FACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMJ'ITEE

*

Enter all proposals on the Curriculum Summary Log. Forwards Log for review at the following Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee CFSCC). Following review by the FSCC. the log is distributed Dislri:etttes sttmnut~ to the provost, school/college deans,
CWU University center§ administrators, department chairs, FSCC, General Education Committee, and other affected departments.
Unless objections arise, the proposals will be automatically approved two weeks after the FSCC has been notified (the proposed
approval date will be noted on the Summary Log).
* Forwards the following proposals to the FSmFaculty Senate after being approved by the FSCC:
I. New programs or new options to existing programs.
2. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required beyond the upper limits specified in the
Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual (75 for BA; II 0 for BS) or beyond the limits previously approved by the Faculty
Senate.
* Rejected proposals are returned to the Provost with explanation.

Gffh:P.Y. 8BN.,~~ GffRRJ€ffbffM €fMI-MFFFBB
prepesals fer new pregran,s, nen eptiens te eltistin~ p!'6~at,'lS , and eettrse additiens te el!isling pregtftfflS that el!eeed the t:tpper
lin1it efereeits. Rejeetee prepesals are retttmee te the Pre • est "ith expl~~rtatien. Appre • ed prepesals are fer·n artled te the Faet1lty

IC:1i

ReYie~•s
~

Re.iews the Ct:trriet!lttm Sttn_.mary Leg. Takes aetien within
eetieft is rettttiretl.

h~e

weeks if there are eeneerns and notifies Pre ~est. Othel'l't•ise ne further

FACULTY SENATE

*

Acts on proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, course additions to existing programs that exceed the upper
limit of allowed credits and curriculum changes affecting the General Education Requirements end re111rns Ill em te the Pre • est. Both
approved and rejected proposals are returned to the Provost (with explanation if rejected).

PROVOST'S OFFICE

* Returns rejected proposals to school/college dean with explanation.
* Forwards appropriate proposals to the Board of Trustees for approval.
* Forwards appropriate BOT approved proposals to the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB).
*

Forwards copies of all approved proposals to the Registrar er Dean efGradttale Stttdies and Researeh_for entry into the catalog.

* NeHI1es depftl'tments ef appre·tee prepesals. Forwards copies of approved proposals to appropriate departments. school/college, and
Dean of Graduate Studies ifre9uired.

* Maintains original proposals in the Provost's Office.

B 3 General Education Curriculum Change Flow Chart
ORIGINATOR
•

•

Individual proposing General Education curriculum change submits a completed Program Change Transmittal
Form (B) with a description of the proposed change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures,
to the Provost's Office.
The Provost's Office m!H'k:s highlights the transmittal form as a General Education Requirement Change.
No 8J'prO • al date mdieatea.

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
tvto week hold, a A copy of the program change form is sent to the General Education Committee
chair and committee members, along with a eover memo Mt6 an:? resl'onses from the aeademie eommttnily.
• General Education Committee acts on the proposal.
• If approved, Chair adds a memo documenting committee action and sends to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee chair. Ifrejected, proposal is sent back to originator.

•

Follo~ing

CURRJCU£UMSUMMA:R1'LOGFACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMJTI'EE
• Program change request is listed in the Curriculum Summary Log, marked as a General Education
Requirement Change.
• Log is distributed i:n the ettstomarf mamteras noted in the Narrative Curriculum Flow Chart (previous page), to
the FfteultJ Senate Cttrriettlttm Committee~ de!'artment ehairs ltrtd aeademie aellM. The two week hold period
provides time for response from the academic community.
• After the two week hold the curriculum committee acts on the proposal.
• If approved, FSCC chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action and sends to the Faculty
Senate chair and to the Provost' s Office. If rejected, proposal is returned to the General Education Committee.
• Responses sent to1he Provost's O£fiee.

FACULTY SENATE
•
•

Senate acts on the proposal.
Faculty Senate chair sends a memo documenting Senate action to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE
•

•

Provost sends a letter confrrrning the change in the General Education requirements along with the strike-out
version of the program changes to the Registrar, with copies to the Faculty Senate chair, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee chair, the General Education Committee chair, academic deans, and the department
chair of the department affected by the change.
A copy of the letter is kept in the Provost's Office for reference and catalog review.

Appendix C ( 1)

FORM A: NEW PROGRAM Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _____________________________
Submittal Date: _____________

School/College: ---------------------------------Department Chair: __________________________________________~-

Planned Implementation Date:--------------

Location of Program: _______________________________

Does this program affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel?_ YES_ NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by UPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements? _

YES _NO

Description of Proposed Program for Curriculum Summary Log (10 words or less):

Program Name

Degree Type: _B.A. __B.S. __B.Ed. __B.Mus. __B.F.A. _M.A. __M.A.T. __M.Ed. _M.F.A. __M.M. __M.S.
Program Title: ------------------------------------------------------------------------Specialization Title (if any) :._ _____________________________________________________________
Minor: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------What is the total credit requirement for this program? ______
Estimated enrollments for five years FTE/Headcount.

_2

_3

_4

_5

Maximum number of students admitted: ________
Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)
On attached sheet: Type the new program as you wish it to appear in the on-line catalog denoting any new courses and a
one paragraph synopsis of the program (this is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT). Refer to the Curriculum
Policies and Procedures Manual.
Also please attach:

Proposal Narrative
Any Course Addition/Deletion Forms (Form C or Form D)

Signatures: This form needs to be submitted to the next signature level within 10 working days.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Academic Services
University Professional Education CouncilUPEC (if applicable)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make four (or five) cop1es for d1stnbut10n: Provost Office-RegJstrar-Dean-Department/Program-{Graduate Office)
I. Date FSCC approved: -----------------------3. Date approved by Board of Trustees:
5. Date forwarded to Catalog: -------------------

2. Date approved by Faculty Senate: -----------------4. Date submitted to HECB :

JUSTIFICATION FOR NEW PROGRAM MUST BE ATTACHED TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW

New Program Background and Rationale:
I.
2.

Program as it is proposed to be offered. Star (*) new courses. Show total credits required.
Justification for the addition including any program that may be deleted as the result of this new program. A program
deletion requires Form B.
3. Impact on departmental load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to
be hired during the first three years .
4. Projected nonfaculty staffing needs to support the program.
5. Projected student enrollment for each quarter over the next three years and special additional costs (fees) students will be
required to pay.
6. Projected space needs to suppmt the program (office, classrooms, laboratory).
7. Related curriculum changes that will result from this new program. New courses or course changes require Form C.
8. Detailed costs for implementing the program, by quarter, over the next three years.
9. Source of additional fiscal resources needed to implement the program.
1.0. Unique time elements involved for students to complete the program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six
quarters of upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three quarters.)
11 . Depmtments affected by the new program. (Attach approval letters from each department chair.)

Program Overview: (Required for new programs)
I.
II.

Department name, chair, implementation date, location (s) of new program.
List of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective
specialties, if appropriate.
III. Program descriptions:
A. Title
B. Special fees; concurrent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted;
cooperative eff01t with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C. Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion of preadmission courses, faculty
recommendation or required score on admissions test[s]).
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
E. List of courses required.
F. Total credits required.
G. All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog as 5-year
programs.
IV. List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors; courses required and electives.

In addition to the above, the documents must address all requirements detailed in Section X , HECB Contents of Program
~roposal, of the curriculum policies and procedures manual.
Attach:

Program text for the on-line catalog.
A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the program along with a list of the courses (*denote new courses) and
showing total credits for program. (This will be submitted to the Faculty Senate).

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initiai _ _ _ _ _ _.D ate

DA Policy (for

il~formational

purpose only):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or
program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to
perform the essential elements.

Revised 4/2000

Appendix C (2)

FORM B: PROGRAM Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/->provost/curr_manual.html)

Department:

Submittal D a t e : - - - - - - - -- - Date of Implementation: - - -- - - - - - - -

Department Chair: - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - --

Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel? __YES _NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by UPEC.)
Description of Proposal for Curriculum Summary Log (1 0 words or less):
Pro ram Name and Action:
Degree Type : _B.A. _B .S. _B.Ed. _B.Mus. _B.F .A. _M.A. _M.A.T. _M.Ed. _M.F.A. _M.M. _M.S.
Program Title=---------------------------------------~--
Specialization Title (ifany):--------------------------------~--Minor=-------------------------------------------~-~
Change: _ _ Yes (Complete information below)
Deletion:
Yes (Skip to signature)

ADD: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

REMOVE: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

Program Changes:A request form (Form Cor D) for each new, changed or deleted course must be submitted along with this
form.
What is the new total credit requirement for this program? _ _ __
Please attach: A one paragraph synopsis of the requested change or deletion, also show the strike out version of the changes and
the total credits for the program. Denote new courses with an asterisk. This is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Academic Services
University Professional Education Council (UPEC)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Office-Registrar-Dean's Office-Department/Program-(Graduate Office)
Date FSCC approved:
2. Fuculty Scnutc notified (Deletions, gcn cd, program credit overlimit): _ __ _ __
3. Date BOT notified (Deletions only): - - - - - -- 4. To Catalog: - - - -- - - - - - - - -

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROGRAM DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE ATTACHED
TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
PROGRAM OVERVIEW (Required for program changes):
Depmtment name, chair, office location and phone number.
List of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective specialties, if
appropriate.
Ill. Program description:
A. Title
B. Special fees; concurrent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted; cooperative
effort with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C. Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion of preadmission courses, faculty recommendation or
required score on admissions test(s).
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
f::. List of courses required.
F. Total credits required.
G. All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog 5-year programs.
IV. List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors ; courses required and electives.
l.

II.

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE (Required for program changes and deletions):
1.
2.

Summary of changes.
Text of the program incorporating both old and new versions, following these editing guidelines; (a) bracket additions; (b) line
through deletions; (c) underline changes in wording.
3. A clean copy of the program as it is proposed to be offered. Star(*) new courses.
4. Justification for the change.
5. Impact on departmental load.
6. Impact on instructional costs.
"7. Related curriculum changes that will result ti·om this proposed change.
8. Attach notification sent to chairs of departments affected.
9. Unique time elements involved in completing the revised program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six quarters of
upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three qua1ters.)
10. Provisions for allowing currently enrolled students to graduate.
In addition to the above, all program deletions must address all requirements detailed in the Guidelines for Program
Planning, Approval and Review issued by the Higher Education Coordinating Board. (A copy is available from the
Provost's Office).
Also please attach:

For Program Changes: On-line catalog text and
For Program Deletions: A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the deletion. (This will be submitted
to the Faculty Senate and BOT).

Please aclmowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _lnitiai _ _ _ _ _.D ate

ADA Policy (for

il~formational purpose

only):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, depmtments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course
or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without
accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Revised 4/2000

Appendix C (3)

FORM C: Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Submittal Date:

--- - - -------------- - -

IF THE ANSWER TO All OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS NO - Use FORM D.

1) Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES (UPEC approval required) _NO
NO

2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES (Gen Ed approval required)
3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program? _ _ YES
NO
4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites? _ _YES
_ _NO

Type of Course ADDITION:_ Regular Curriculum _Special Topic_ Seminar (Special Topics and Seminars will expire
after three years and may be converted to a regular course offering using Form D.)
Type of Course CHANGE (if UPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credits are affected):
Deletion
Prefix
Number
_ _ Credits _ _Title _ _ Description
---Reason for course change (10 words or less):

Does this change affect any programs 1ny_our or any other department?
Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date and method). Please attach signed approvals.

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _ _ _ _ _Course Number: ________Credits :_ __
Title: _________________________________________________________________________...;...._ _

Proposed course addition or change(s) for on-line catalog: (Use for Special Topics/Seminars also)
Department Prefix"_,_:_ _ _Course Number: _____________Credits: _ _ _ _ lst qtr. to be offered:----------------Title:
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

List Prerequisites for course:

List Cross-listed courses:

Required course ___

Elective course

This course required for courses below

Abbreviated Title (18 characters):-~"""":"--~-~~:---~~---~--:-----::~---"":"'"-------~
Contact h1·s by type: _ _ Lecture _ _Lab _ _Lecture/Lab _ _ Seminar _ _ Practicum Other: _ _(Refer to Peoplesoft Codes)
Grade Option (Check only one): _Letter Grade _
S/U
Course Repeated for credit: _YES (to a maximum of _credits)
NO
Estimated Enrollment: Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Mode of Delivery: _ _Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE

Rev ised 4/00

Sign a tu res: This form needs to be submitted to the next upp/icuble si!!nature level within 10 worl<ing days.
A(Jproval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Academic Services
University Professional Education Council-UPEC
General Education Committee
Dean of Graduate Studies
Make four (o•· livc) copies for distribution:

P1·ovost Office

Registrar Dean's Office Department/Program (Graduate Office)

Date FSCC approved: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fac Sena te approved (Gen Ed Only): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date fm·warded to Catalog:--------

JUSTIFICATION FOR COURSE ADDITION, DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE
ATTACHED TO TIDS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
Course Addition:
Justification for the addition and the course level.
A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will be returned to the originator
if the learning outcomes and assessment plan are not included).
Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be hired during
the first three years.
.
Non-faculty staffing needs.
Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay.
Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.
Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory, equipment,
facilities, etc.
Sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.
Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Descriptions:
Pretix.
Number.
Title - Concisely and accurately describe the subject matter of the course.
Credits.
Prerequisites- State in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if:
a) Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
b) The course is one of a sequence.
c) A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the discipline is necessary.
Course Description - Describe content, not methodology, in twenty-five (25) words or less plus prerequisites, restrictions and other
qualifications. Not necessary if course title is self-explanatory. Examples of qualifications and restrictions:
a) Not to be counted in major.
b) May be repeated for credit (when subject matter differs [to a maximum of __ credit(s)]).
c) Grade will be S/U .
d) Cross-listed courses: i.e. same as ANTH 480. Student shall not receive credit for both.
e) Prefix or Number Change: i.e. formerly ANTH 480.

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Deletions or Changes - Background and Rationale (use only if change affects UPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credit change)
1.
2.
3.
4.

.l ustitication for the change or deletion.

Department(s) affected by the change or deletion . Attach approval letter from the chairs of departments affected.
Changes Only: Attach course change text for the on-line catalog.
Deletions Only: a) Number of students ordinarily enrolled in the course; b) Impact on department load; c) Related curriculum changes
that will result from this proposed deletion.

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. ___Initial - - - - - --'Date
A DA Policy (for

i1~(ormatio nal

purpose only):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach
so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Revised 4/00

Appendix C

Form D: Course Change Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form
(Electronic form available at http:/lwww.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Submittal Date: - - - - - -- - - - -

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS YES - Use FORM C.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES
Does this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES
NO
Does this change affect the total credits for any program?_ YES
NO
Does this change affect pre-requisites or corequisites? _ _YES
NO

NO

Type of Course Change: __Deletion _ _Prefix _ _Number _ _ Credits _ _ Title _ _ Description
D oes t h"JS ch ange a f£ec t a ny programs m your or any oth er d. epa r nen .

Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date and method). Please attach signed approvals.

!Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _ _ _Course Number: _ _ _Credits:

Title: -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Proposed course change(s) for on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: ___Course Number:

Credits: ___Title: - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

1st qtr. to be offered: ·
Required course _ _
New Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

Elective course

!COURSE CONVERSION: Special Topic/Seminar Number
Expiration Date:

Title:---,--,-------- - - - - Please attach original Course approval form.

New Course Number
Required Course:
Elective Course:
If this course has changed significantly over the past three years, please resubmit as a new course. (Form C)
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

APPROVAL
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Academic Services

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE
Revised 4/00

SIGNATURE

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
If this request is a special topic/seminar conversion, please make sure your original document has the
following information.

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be
returned to the originator for completion)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ __ _~Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix C (5)

FormE: Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

() Workshop_ _ 91

( ) Professional Development 500

(Check one of the above and indicate level)
ORIGINATED OR SUBMITTED BY
DEPARTMENT --------------------------------------------

DATE INITIATED------ - - - - - -

I.

Credits ---~
Course Prefix & Number - - - - - - -- - - Title ------ - - -- -------------- - - - - - - - -List abbreviated title for transcript. Limited to eighteen spaces, including punctuation.

2.

Course Description (brief 25 words or less):

3.

Has this course been offered before as a Workshop or Professional Development course?
(If Yes, specificy when) - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

4.

If this course duplicates or approximates some other course now offered, specify any interdepartmental agreement.

5.

Provide rationale for this course including short term nature, anticipated change to regular course, and projected clientele. Be specific.

6.

Describe arrangements which have been made to staff the course for the initial offering.
lnstrnr.tor - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -- - - -

Evaluation: Letter Grade _ __ _

No

Rank ______ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___

Dates and Times - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - 7.

Yes

Anticipated Enrollment _ _ _ _ _ ___

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) _ _ __ _ _

Give justification for S/U grading request.

8.

M ode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing

APPROVAL

Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Academic Services

1

Dalt: AppruvtJtl _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___

Revised 4/00

Satellite _.Internet/web __Video tape

_________ Other

SIGNATURE

(Check all that apply)

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
, Please provide the following information. (Use additional sheets if necessary)

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be

returned to the originator for completion):

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS:

Please aclmowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial - - - - - - "Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix D

Academic Year Curri:::ulum Summary Log
Date
Proposed Approval Date
Date
Rec'd

Department

Proposal Type*

Program/Course

u
p
E

G
E

Brief Description of Proposal

F

s

c

Addition ofcolumn titles and kev

UPEC - University Professional Education Council; GE - General Education; FS - Faculty Senate; BOT - Board of Trustees; - HECB - Higher Education Coordinating Board
* Proposal Type Key-- P =Prefix; N =Number; T =Title; C =Credit; D =Description; SP =Special Topic; S =Seminar; W =Workshop
Prepared by the Office of the
Revision D::tte
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

B
0
T

H
E

c

B

Addition ofnew distributioll

Appendix I

CENTRAL WASIITNGTON UNIVERSITY
COURSE RESERVE FORM
This form will be used as official notification for changes to the on-line and printed catalog. NOTE: Once a course
is placed on reserve it will automatically be deleted if it is not taught within a three year period.

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Date: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Proposed Change:
___Add course to reserve list
___Reactivate course from reserve list

Date course placed on reserve _ _ __ _ __ _ __

___Add program to reserve list
_ _Reactivate program from reserve list

Course as it

~1 l

Date program placed on reserve._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

>ea rs in the on-line catalo

Course Prefix: ______ Number: _ _ __ Title: - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Course Prefix:
Number:
Title: - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- -

__Major

__Minor

__Other

Degree T itle:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

__Major

__Minor

__Other

Degree Title: - -- - -- -- -- -- - - -

Department Chair Signature

Date
Send one copy to:
Revised 4/2000

Registrar
Provost Office
Graduate Studies

Program Title:. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Program Title: - - - - -- - -- --

Rationale: Most of the changes to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual are simply housekeeping exercises: Creating an index,
·-·~ ising the table of contents, adding the People-Soft Codes, Providing samples of properly filled out Curriculum Transmittal forms. Some of
3e have been completed; some will be completed during the summer.
However, we are making changes to the Curriculum Transmittal Forms: C and D and adding a form E. As a result, we are revising the
curriculum flowcharts and written descriptions of the flow charts to reflect those changes.
Form C will deal with all course additions (New Courses) including Seminars and Special Topics. The rationale behind adding Seminars and
Special Topics courses to the regular course addition form is that doing so will emphasize the existing stipulations that these types of courses
must fulfill the same course requirements as all other new courses, including the preparations of Ieamer outcomes and assessment strategies.
In this way, Seminars and Special Topics course are more clearly accountable to the same requirements of academic stringency.
We have redesigned Form D to include minor course modifications, ones that do not require Gen Ed approval, UPEC approval, or alter pre or
co-requisites or existing program credit totals. This "short form" is designed to streamline the process of making minor changes to courses and
significantly reduce paperwork. Included on this form is an area for Special Topics and Seminar courses to be readily converted to regular
course offerings. This is specifically intended to close the loophole of repeated extensions on these courses beyond the three year limit and to
make the transition to a regular offering more efficient.
We have created a form E to deal with Workshops and Professional Development 500 courses. Since the Curriculum Committee makes no
ruling on these courses, they are by nature separate from other kinds of course offerings, but the university must maintain records on these
courses. Form E provides the means to do so.
These changes result in minor changes to the wording of the manual (stipulating forms C, D, E where appropriate.

Exhibit E

4.JO B. 1. Assistant Professor
a.

The doctorate degree, as recognized by United States accrediting associations, or e~ttiveleAt appropriate terminal degree (i.e.,
standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations);
or

b.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five (45) quarter credit hours of
systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree and three (3) years of professional academic experience;
or

c.

4.30 B. 2.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and five (5) years of professional academic
experience.
Associate Professor

a.

The doctorate degree or C!ttti·veler'lt appropriate tenninal degree (i.e. standards established by recognized United States
accrediting associations) and six (6) years of professional academic experiencet

b.

Tl'le ffiaster's ee~ree as reee~Aii!ee ey Unltee States eeereeitiA~ asseeietiens eAe ferty five (45) ~tJerter ereeit hetJrs ef systeffiatie
sttJdy eeyene that needee fer tl'le master's de~ree ene ei~ht (8) year es I'Fefessienel eeeeeffiie e~f3erieAee.

4.30 B. 3.a.

Professor

The doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally expected or the C!ttJi•.•aleflt appropriate terminal degree (i.e.,
standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations) and ten (1 0) years of professional academic experience;
4.60

Non-Tenure Track Appointments
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers or adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of an
academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president when, in the judgment of the department such
appointments are desirable to help the department meet teaching loads.
Non-tenure-track appointees who teach or supervise subjects or activities in which students receive credit shall hold at least the
master's degree or equivalent as approved by United States accrediting agencies. Only in exceptional cases may this rule be waived.
A. 4.

Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers are not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure
and other similar benefits. However, individuals holding such appointments may as a result of a national search, at
ar~y time be given a tenure-track appointment with academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in Section
4.30 of the Faculty Code. 8fl6; Wwith such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and approval by
the appropriate dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs and the president, such individuals may be
given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time served towards promotion, tenure and professional leave or
other similar benefits where applicable;

A. 8.

Full-time non-tenure-track appointees shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Sections 5..07 and 8.65)
and independently, by department chairs at least once each year before any renewal of the appointment occurs.
Such evaluation shall take 4.60 A. 6 of the Faculty Code and the terms of the appointee's contract into account.
Department chairs shall inform the dean of the results of the evaluation.

B. 3. d. The performance of the adjunct appointees' contracted assignments shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Sections
5.07 and 8.65) and, independently, by department chairs at least once each year ..
. . Jonale: The proposal that non-tenure track faculty hold at least the master's degree simply repeats the stipulation in Section 4.55 that
tenure-track appointees possess at least the master's degree. It has come to the attention of the Code Committee that degree requirements for
the non-tenure-track may be handled in a more cavalier manner than for the tenure-track in some schools/colleges of the university. Other
proposed changes are necessary in order to conform to proposed new Section 5.05. (See above.)

8.70.

c
1.

Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this Code, except that faculty members normally cannot be
promoted before completing three (3) four (4) years of service in their current rank at Central Washington University. Thus
consideration for promotion can occur in the third fourth and subsequent years of service in the current rank. Three (3) Four (4)
years in a current rank does not guarantee promotion. Primary responsibility for recommendations for promotion rests with the
schools, colleges, library and appropriate deans.

3.

It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their professional records. Faculty members who wish to be
considered for promotion must make available to the department and its personnel committee updated professional record forms
and other materials consistent with the university's and department's criteria for the award of promotion (Section 8.65.0).
Individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased retirees, shall be entitled to submit recommendations to
their dean concerning candidates for promotion. The personnel committee of the department or the department as a whole may
prepare a list of recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department chair will inform qualified faculty members of their
placement on the chair's list, of the recommendation of the personnel committee whenever relevant, prior to the transmission of
the list(s) to the appropriate administrator.

8.75 Merit

B.

I

I

Merit-Procedure
1.

(Second paragraph) The professional record, along with such other documentation as is pertinent to the case, that meets
university, college/school and departmen1al criteria for the award of merit. shall is-la be submitted to the appropriate chair
and/or departmental personnel committee by the established deadline date for a given year (See academic calendar for
submission dates).

7-:

The reeseRs fur !JFBRtiRg fflerit will be ff!eee pttblie te e>Eefflplil)· whet is veluee by tfle uRiversity.

L.&

Departments, deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs shall observe the deadlines for submission of merit
recommendations posted in the academic calendar.

8.9:-

In years when funds exist for merit awards, recommendations for merit shall be made by departments and a list established
by deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs.

8.80 Tenured Faculty Review
Tenured faculty shall be reviewed by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at least once every
three (3) years. Merit or promotion review may constitute such a continuing performance evaluation; if merit or promotion reviews do not
occur for a given faculty member during a three (3) year period, a separate performance evaluation shall be conducted. The criteria and
procedures for such evaluation shall be consistent with those for the award of merit and promotion.
Phased retirees shall be evaluated by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at least once every
three years in accordance with Section 9.92 G. of this Faculty Code.
Tenured faculty and phased retirees under review shall submit to the department chair and members of the department updated
professional records and other materials consistent with the university and departmental criteria for merit and promotion and with Section
9.92 G of this Faculty Code.
Through the review of tenured faculty, the university encourages and assists faculty members in their efforts to improve professionally.

MEMORANDUM
To:

Central Washington University Community

From: Dolph Norton
President ad Interim
Re:

Planned Realignment of Functions

Date:

May 31,2000

This morning, Dr. Mclntyre (by telephone) and I met with members of the Cabinet and the Ad
Hoc Administrative Restructuring Committee. Following is the text from which I spoke as I
presented the basic outline for administrative reorganization. I also am attaching a draft
organizational chart that reflects the reorganization. As you read my rem;uks and review the
chart, please note that specific position tities, groupings, and alignments within divisions are
placeholders only. They are very likely to change as each vice president works with the
president to find the ideal configuration for his or her division. Also note that, in some
cases, position titles are listed and in others only functions are listed. This is intentional,
awaiting further clarification by each vice president.

I. History: Based on concerns that had been raised in a number of venues, I appointed an ad hoc
committee to review the size, scope, and function of the administrative organization ofthe
university. Many members of the committee are here with us today. Members included Provost
Dauwalder, Vice Presidents Shumate, Gray, Nasser, and Pappas, Dean Ninnemann, Dr. Beath,
Dr. Erickson, Dr. Ucbelacker, Dr. Blair, and Dr. Devietti. Dr. Schepman chaired the committee,
which discussed a series of questions during the last two quarters. About two weeks ago, Dr.
Mclntyre and I received the committee's feedback and Dr. Schepman has summarized the
·
committee's work in a memo to me.
Let me read two paragraphs from his report:
.

.

In the end, one primary conclusion emerged and four alternative structures were proposed
The primary conclusion is that Central's current structure does not emphasize, as much as it
might, the priority ofthe academic mission of the university. The committee recommended that
any realignment should highlight this priority and should clarify that the function ofall units of
the university is to support the academic mission. We fully recognize that the organizational
chart alone cannot assert this priority and that instead the shift in emphasis will require
presidential leadership.
That said, the committee did not conclude that there are too many administrators or that any
functions currently performed are unnecessary. There was some feeling that the university may
be able to operate with fewer than five vice presidents, as revealed in the proposed
organizational charts. The number o/vice presidents is reduced from our current five to one,
three, or four, vice presidents. Commonly, ~he Division of Enrollment Management and
Marketing is eliminated, although its functions were viewed as very important and were
distributed to other divisions within the university. For the most part, the proposals suggest
realignment offunction rather than realignment ofpositions or units.

.

,... - .. - .

~

...

...

.

.

U. Process:
A. Following the discussion with and report of the committee, Dr. Mcintyre and I reviewed
the recommendations and found that we were in agreement with the primary
recommendation and with many of the realignments embedded in the organizational
structures that were forwarded.
B. Based on that review, we are recommending the following realignments of function,
reductions, and (a very few) new functions.
C. Three caveats

1. The organizational chart we are distributing lists, in some cases, existing units or
titles and in other cases only functions. Primarily, the proposal is intended to
recommend shifts of functions from one division to another and reduction in
divisions from five to four. Additional review will be necessary to identify specific
positions, regroupings, and alignments within divisions and this responsibility will
be left to the vice presidents in consultation with the president.
2. The proposal we are bringing forward appears to be a bit more workable and
somewhat more streamlined than the one under which we currently operate.
However, it too will have to be tested and additional refinements are almost certain
to prove necessary.
3. The effectiveness of this or any organizational chart is dependant on the people
who are assigned to specific functions. For this reason, Dr. Mcintyre will be
reviewing the performance of the individuals who report to her and will ask the
vice presidents to do the same for the individuals who report to them. But lest this
news cause any anxiety, let me hasten to say that the evidence suggests that the
very large majority of individuals who work at the university provide far more than
their job descriptions require and their positions are indeed quite secure!

m.

Restructuring
A. The following changes will take place beginning on July 1, 2000
1. Responsibility for facilities planning and construction; the physical plant, and
maintenance and operations (building, grounds, keys and utilities systems) for both
state and non-state facilities will be transferred to the Director of Facilities Services
consistent with Policy 7.-2.1.2 of the code. (Policy 7-2.1.2: The Director ofthe
Facilities Management Department has responsibility for compiling, presenting, and
executing the approved Capital and Maintenance Plan for all University facilities.
This is without respect for the sources offunds used to support those facilities. He or
she will have supervision offacilities planning and construction; physical plant,
maintenance and operations (building, grounds, keys and utilities systems); and
motor pool operation and maintenance.)
.

.

2. Mr. Rob Chrisler will become special assistant to Vice President Nasser.
3. The business and operations functions of housing, conference center, and dining will
be aligned with the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs.

,.
I

4. The University Store will be aligned with the Vice President for Business and
Financial Affairs.
5. The Central Connection Card operation also-will move to the Vice President for
Business and Financial Affairs.
6.

Health and Counseling Services will continue its alliance with the Vice President for
Student Affairs, reporting directly to her until additional changes _occur in the fall.

7.

Resident Life will continue its alliance with the Vice President for Student Affairs,
reporting directly to her until additional changes occur in the fall.

8.

Mr. Mark Lundgren and his unit, Ms. Martha Lindley and her unit, and Mr: Keith
Champagne (as acting director of athletics) and his unit will report to the president.

9.

Coordination of the ASSP project will move under Institutional Studies and
Accountability.

B. Beginning on September 1, 2000
l. The Provost/ Vice President for Academic Affairs will become the Provost/ Senior
Vice President for Academic Affairs
2. The Division of Enrollment Management and Marketing will be eliminated.
3. The Division of Student Affairs will become the Division of Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management
4. The Division of Development and Alumni Relations will become the Division of
Development, Marketing, and Alumni Relations
5. The units reporting to the Division of Enrollment Management and Marketing will be
redistributed in the following way:
a.

Enrollment Management and Registrar functions including admissions,
recruitment, financial aid, and student records will report to the Vice President
for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management.

b. Marketing, university relations, and the web developer will be aligned with the
Vice President for Development, Marketing, and Alumni Relations.
c.

The Academic Advising Center, the Academic and Disability Support Programs,
and the McNair Scholars will be aligned with the provost/senior vice president
for academic affairs.

6. The space analyst/plarining function will be aligned with the Vice President for
Business and Financial Affairs.

7. Certain of the academic computing functions of network operations will be aligned
with the provost's office, although discussion is continuing on exactly how this will
be accomplished.
8. This proposal would have the effect of establishing four units within the office of the
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs: contractual/environment (Corona),
financial/fiscal (Antonich), physical (Vertrees), and technology (lmamshah). Three
units would be created within the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management: Enrollment Management and Registrar, Dean of Students,
and Campus Life. In addition, two liaison functions are recommended: one aligned
with the Division of Business and Financial Affairs responsible for liaison work with
both academic affairs and student affairs and one aligned with the provost for liaison
work with the academic features of marketing and with conference programs.

IV. Implications
A. To make this reorganization work, the vice presidents will need to work very closely with
each other and with the president. It is extraordinarily important that functions continue
uninterrupted during these realignments.
B. Beginning immediately, the vice presidents are being asked to work together to determine
the budgeting and budgetary implications of the recommended changes.
C. Beginning imme4iately, the hwnan resources unit is being asked to identify any
implications of changes related to personnel policies:

•

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 1999-2000 REPORT
Prepared for the
Central Washington University Faculty Senate

Prepared by Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee

•

College of Arts and Humanities
Frank Cioffi
Jeff Snedeker
College of Education and Professional Studies
Susan Donahoe, Committee Chair
Robert Lupton
College of the Sciences
Phil Diaz
Ed Gellenbeck
School of Business and Economics
Robert Holtfreter
Steve Schepman
Ex Officio
Gregory Chan, Representative of the Provost
Barney Erickson, Representing Academic Department Chairs Organization
John Ninnemann, Representative of the Academic Affairs Council

•

Student Representatives
Josh Kilen
Dana Sherrell

May 31, 2000

Report on the Activities of the Academic Affairs Committee for 1999-2000
Members:
Gregory Chan, ex-officio, Representative of the Provost
Frank Cioffi, College of Arts and Humanities
Phil Diaz, College of the Sciences
Susan Donahoe, Chair� College of Education and Professional Studies
Barney Erickson, ex-officio, Representative Academic Department Chairs
Organization (ADCO)
Ed Gellenbeck, College of the Sciences
Robert Holtfreter, School of Business and Economics
Josh Kilen, Student Representative
Robert Lupton, College of Education and Professional Studies
Johri Ninnemann, ex-officio, Representative of the Academic Affairs Council
Steve Schepman, School of Business and Economics
Dana Sherrell, Student Representative
Jeff Snedeker, College of Arts and Humanities
After reflecting on the topics below, the committee offers this summary of
activities for the 1999-2000 school year. If more details are desired, we will gladly
provide more information.
Evaluation of liaison with Academic Affairs Council. We have greatly appreciated
the contributions of the members on our committee. John Ninnemann made
essential contributions, providing insight into decisions, their ramifications, and
possible domino effects. Gregory Chan who attended our committee meetings as a
representative from the Provost's Office, is also on the Academic Affairs Council
and has added valuable comments when he was able to attend.
Evaluation of Committee members' participation. The committee has a permanent
meeting time of Thursdays from 3:00 - 5:00 PM. We met with a quorum at least
25 times this year. A few meetings were cancelled due to holidays or travel in
which a quorum was not anticipated. The Academic Affairs Committee responded
to all to issues brought to the committee by the Executive Committee of the
Faculty Senate or by the Academic Affairs Council. In addition, the committee
appreciates that is charged to be proactive as well as reactive. Issues brought to the
committee resulted in reports of information to the Faculty Senate. Some of the

reports became motions to be acted upon by the Faculty Senate. A summary of
these reports are in the Faculty Senate minutes provided in Appendices A, B, C, D,
E, and F. Committee meetings also included many guests ranging from the
Provost to groups of students. Collaborative efforts were made with other groups
such as the General Education Committee and the Academic Affairs Council.
Term Limits - How to increase faculty participation on Faculty Senate
Committees. This issue was brought to the committee late in the spring quarter.
This committee recognizes the need for staggered membership and letting
prospective members know the regular meeting times in advance. A proposed
motion of term limits for the Faculty Senate meeting was already prepared as an
informational item to be voted on the 31st of May. (See Appendix G)
Future Items. Executive Committee membership for next year on each Faculty
Senate Standing Committee. We welcome participation, but feel the person should
not have a vote. We also welcome new faculty to join us to learn about our
committee and its responsibilities.
Communication with Faculty Senate about committee deliberations. As specified
in the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, the committee chair reported on a regular
basis to the Faculty Senate whether it was for information only or with a motion.
Also, I added Linda Beath and Nancy Bradshaw and to our e-mail list and
requested that Caroline Onstot attend and take minutes at our meetings.
The Appendices contain only the portion of the Faculty Senate minutes in which
reports were given. The full minutes may be found on the CWU website,
(http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate/000503.htm).
Appendix A. Faculty Senate Minutes for November 3, 1999, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. Reported progress in discussion of academic
forgiveness and recommended no action to be taken on the Grade Inflation Report
of the Ad Hoc Committee accepted last year.
Appendix B. Faculty Senate Minutes for January 12, 1999, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The Committee proposed changes in the
policy of academic forgiveness 5-9.4.27 and brought Motion No. 00-03 to the
Faculty Senate. The Senate tabled it and recommended it return to the committee
for minor changes.

•

Appendix C. Faculty Senate Minutes for February 2, 2000, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The Committee proposed the revised Motion
No. 00-03 for the policy changes of academic forgiveness in Exhibit C. The Senate
accepted the motion. The Committee brought another motion to the Faculty Senate,
Motion No.00-08 in Exhibit D in the minutes to make minor changes in the
wording of policy 5-9.4.29. on Syllabi, which was accepted.
Appendix D. Faculty Senate Minutes for March 1, 2000, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The Committee proposed Motion No. 00-17
for the policy changes of policy 5-9.3.2 regarding transfer credit from Community
Colleges in Exhibit A. and proposed acceptance of Academic Associate Degrees
from Community Colleges in the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.
The Senate accepted the motion.

•

Appendix E. Faculty Senate Minutes for April 5, 2000, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The Committee proposed Motion No. 00-28
for the policy changes of policy 5-9.4.28 regarding Class Attendance and
Participation. The Senate accepted the motion.
Appendix F. Faculty Senate Minutes for May 3, 2000, Academic Affairs
Committee Report to Faculty Senate. The Committee conclusion was reported for
the policy regarding Proposed Scheduling Format for Consideration. The
Committee recommended no action at this time.
Appendix G. Proposed motion regarding Faculty Senate standing committee term
limits.

•

http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate/991103.htm

APPENDIX A

MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES:
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate

Tuesday, May 30, 2000

November 3, 1999

Presiding Officer:
Linda S. Beath
Recording Secretary:
Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Benson, Schwing, Tu, and Uebelacker
Visitors: Jan Bowers, Sandy Colson, David Dauwalder, Shelly Johnson, Abdul Nasser, Barbara Radke, Ken Stege, Carolyn
Wells
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 3261 (Passed)
the agenda as distributed.

Chair Beath moved approval of

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the October 20. 1999, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS:

(Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)

Thank you to Faculty Senate: Libby Street, Director of NASC Self-study
Effects of the New Summer Pay Policy: Peter Gries, Chair, Department of Music
OLD BUSINESS: Motion No. 3260A (Passed) Lynn Richmond proposed a motion that was approved: "To take from
the table Motion No. 3260: Addition of Vocational-Technical Education Competency Certificate Program."
Motion No. 3260 (Passed) Addition of Vocational-Technical Education Competency Certificate
Program: After discussion and amendment tabled Motion No. 3260 was approved: "Addition of Vocational-Technical
Education Competency Certificate Program." The Senate amended by striking the sentence from Exhibit E on October 20, 1999
Faculty Senate Agenda, "will be issued in June 2000, and." It reads "Final grades will ee iss1:1eel ifl J1;1F1e 2QQQ, anel will be based
on class participation, oral and written communications, and portfolio presentation."
Abdul Nasser, VP Business for Financial Affairs: Critical Aspects of Budgetary Processes: Abdul Nasser
presented a report regarding the critical aspects of budgetary processes that can be viewed at
<http:llwww.c, .u.edu/m1sser/finnffl.html>. He began by explaining the implications of the enrollment decline and the budget
shortfall of approximately $209,000 it will create. He further explained that this year Central had its second highest freshman
class in a decade, but had a decline in transfer students. A plan is currently being created to address retention and recruitment of
students. Vice President Nasser suggested inviting the new director of admissions to meet with Senators to discuss this plan. He
also stressed the importance of university-wide involvement in addressing this issue.
In conclusion, the Faculty Senate will identify other budgetary issues and invite Vice President Nasser to return for future
presentations. Senators were asked to contact Vice President Nasser at n.issera@cwu.edu with questions or concerns regarding the
budget process.
REPORTS:
A.
ACTION ITEMS:
Chair:
Motion No. 3262 (Passed) Chair Beath proposed a motion that after discussion
was approved: "Renewal of the Ad Hoc Committee for Faculty Development Funding."
Motion No. 3263 (Passed) Chair Beath proposed a motion that after discussion was
approved: "Appointment of members to the Ad Hoc Committee for Faculty Development
Funding: Osman Alawiye, Curriculum and Supervision, Katherine Black, Accounting,
Page: 1
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up again with the ASCWU as a faculty concern.

•

Executive Committee Report
Ken Gamon reported on the HECB Stakeholder's meeting he and Lynn Richmond attended Friday, October 22. He stated
that the primary reason for the meeting was to review the final draft of the HEC:B Master Plan. Consensus of faculty
representatives from Central and other instilUtions was that there should be some language in the plan to direct some
resources toward the area of faculty service nnd research. The HECB member agreed to revise the plan to address this
issue. The HECB members made it clear that in terms f employees. they see facult_ as the center of the institution.
Lynn Richmond agreed with Ken Gamon's comments and added that the faculty from each university's thoughts were
vinually identical. The final master plan will be distributed at rhe December HECB meeting. The plan is on the web at
<http://www.hecb.\\:U!ov/policv/mas1ernlan/mpindex.h1m>. A copy may also be obtained from the Faculty Senate
Office.

FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTE.Ji: - Susan Donr.hoe presented a report for the academic affairs
commiuee. She ex.plained that three charges have bee:n brought to the committee. two that deal with academic
forgiveness and one that deals v ith rct:ommend:.1tiom, from the ad hoc committee from last year dealing with
grade inflation.
1

In terms of academic iorgivenes.. Inst spring the Faculty Senate passed the revisions to the undergraduate
policy manual regarding academic forgiveness. The Academic Affair's omminee has reworded the academic
forgiveness portion co make it more clear. Al o. the '-ommittee is working on moving academic appeals into
an llcademic area so that faculty will be able to participate in this process. Academic appeals currently nre
reviewed by the Registrar and the Vice President for Enrollment Management.
Susan Donahoe reported that the final report on grade inflation has been distributed to the campus community.
The committee also recommended placing a mean on each student grade report. It was discovered that Central
currently does not have the software capabilities to do this at this time.

BUDGET COMMITTEE - No report.
CODE COMMITTEE · No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - No further report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Chair Elect Nelson yielded his time to Robert Fordan who
revisited the issue of faculty members becoming community television producers by presenting their work on
Channel 2, Ellensburg Community Television. He reported that a faculty-wide E-mail was sent asking if there
were any faculty interested in providing some programming for the Ellensburg Community Television.
NEW BUSINESS:

No new business.

ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

BARGE 412
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January 12, 2000

Presiding Officer: Joshua Nelson
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Beath, Li, Phillips, Nethery, Olivero, Uebelacker
Visitors: William Bender, Toni Culjak, David Dauwalder, Susan Donahoe, Barney Erickson. Sheryl Grunden, Carmen Knoke,
Jim Pappas, Margaret Smith, Hugh Spall
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 00-01 (Passed) Luetta Monson moved
approval of the agenda as changed: "Move Item V., Motion No. 00-03 to Item VI. 6. Academic Aft<' irs Committee Report. 11
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the December 1, 1999, Faculty Senate meeting v1ere approved as distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
No communications
REPORTS:
A.

ACTION ITEMS:

Motion No. 00-02 (Passed) Chair Elect Nelson proposed a motion that after discussion was approved: "Approval of
2000-01 Faculty Senate Meeting Dates: fall quarter- October 4, November 1 and November 29. winter quarter- January 10,
January 31, February 21 and March 7, spring quarter April4, April18, May 2, May 16 and May 30. 11
Motion No. 00-04 (Passed) Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, made a motion that after
debate was approved: "Addition of a Minor in Theatre Arts with specializations in General Studies, Performance Technology,
Youth Drama and Theatre Management. 11

B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:

1 . CHAIR: No report

2. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Nelson referred Senators to the presidential candidate faculty meeting schedule and urged
Senators to attend the sessions. He explained that candidates will meet both with the Faculty Senate and the faculty as a
whole. He also informed Senators that faculty unable to attend the faculty forum can participate in the Faculty Senate
meeting.

Chair Elect Nelson referred Senators to the two proposed 2001-02 Academic Calendar and asked them to be prepared to
discuss and approve one at the February 2, 2000 Faculty Senate meeting.
3. PRESIDENT: Absent. No report.
4. SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Heckart distributed a letter she wrote to President Norton regarding the
cancellation of approximately 350 subscriptions to scholarly journals in the Library. She asked Senators to take the list
of canceled subscriptions back to their departments for review and comments. (Exhibit A)

Senator Spencer raised a concern regarding the creation of Central's computer literacy exam and asked when the exam
would be completed. Senator Schwing, Chair of the Computer Science Department, offered some alternatives to
students until completion of the examination. The computer science department offers a challenge course for CPSC 101
and ADMG 101 which are the general education computer requirements. Central also allows for a CLEP exam through
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the testing office. A request was made to invite a member of the General Education Committee to the Faculty Senate
and present an update on this issue.
STUDENT REPORT: Senator Kilen reported that the student board of directors will also review the li st of canceled
subscriptions from the Library that Senator Heckart distributed. Senator Kilen again invited Senators to attend the
Student Board of Director's meetings on Tuesday nights at 6:00p.m. in the SUB Pit. He also stated that the BOD was
in the process of updating an Academic Advising document created by members of the 1997 board.
FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Motion No. 00-03 (Tabled) Susan Donahoe, on behalf of the
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee, made a motion that after debate and amendment was tabled.
"Revisions to the Handbook of Und rgraduate Academic Policy attached as Ex hi bi t B."
BUDGET COMMITTEE: There was no report from the Budget Committee. Barney
Erickson distributed a draft copy of the summer session budget proposal and asked
Senators to review and share with their departments.
CODE COMMITTEE: Senator Heckart referred Senators to The Tenta tive Po.licy
Proposa! and asked for comments. She explained that the proposed policy change is a
rearrangement of priorities designed to move faculty up the salary scale. (Ex hibit C)
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Toni Culjak, Chair of the Curriculum
Committee, reminded Senators that any curriculum changes to be included in the 2000-0 l
catalog are due to the curriculum committee by February 16, 2000.
Toni Culjak presented two curriculum proposals: 1) deletion of BS Economics,
Specialization in Operations Analysis (deletion of specialization only), and 2) deletion of
BS Business Administration, Specialization in International Business (deletion of
specialization only). Brief discussion followed.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE:

No report.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Senator Nelson yielded his time to Senator ·
Gamon who reported on the January 7,2000 Council of Faculty Representatives meeting.
Issues discussed at the meeting: l) The movement of 197 students from Central
Washington University and Eastern Washington University, 2) Senate Bill 6346, an act
relating to labor relations in institutions of higher education, and 3) possible effects of
1695 on higher education institutions.

OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 2, 2000***
BARGE 412

Exhibit A

January 10, 2000
Mr. Ralph "Dolph" Norton
Interim President
Central Washington University
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February 2, 2000

Presiding Officer: Joshua Nelson
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Beath, Gray, Li, Phillips, Ngalamulume,
Olivero, and Tu .
Visitors : Dave Dauwalder, Phil Diaz, Susan Donahoe, Gerard Hogan, Lad Holden, Peggy Holmes. Jack
McKay, Barbara Radke, and Carolyn Wells.
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. (Passed) Ken Gamon moved approval of the
agenda as distributed.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES (Passed): The minutes of the January 12, 2000, Faculty Senate meeting were
approved as distributed .
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
No Communications .
REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Motion No. 00-06 (Passed) Chair Elect Nelson made a motion that after debate was
approved: "Approval of the 2001-02 Academic Calendar, ADCO version, attached as Exhibit
8_." Concern was expressed regarding the Professional Development/Study Day scheduled for
Fall Quarter. December 7, 2001. It was proposed that the Faculty Senate decide at a later
date whether to use this day for professional development/study day or regular class.
Senator Benson's Comments: The minutes as distributed for the last meeting do not show my
objection to the Academic Calendar as submitted and my recommendation that this
calendar be standardized to reflect the accrediting definition of a quarter as 50 instructional
days as it appears to be implemented at the University of Washington . In addition, I
sugg ested that the administration institute an agreement among the University of Washington
and regional universities on a common academic calendar. The current academic ca lendar
of the University of Washington, it was suggested, is much more friendly to students and
teaching faculty alike as it does not have classes starting until the first of October, having
finals at the same day we are and in addition provides for a two week break for spring quarter
and an earlier graduation date. It was suggested this plan was more reasonable than the one
described as traditional for Central. It was also suggested by me that the University of
Washington calendar allowed students an extra week to work in the fall, perhaps two weeks
break and possible employment between winter and spring quarters and early graduation
which certainly likely favored them in the search for summer employment.
Motion No. 00-07 (Failed) Chair Elect Nelson made a motion that after debate failed :
"Approval of the formula to distribute professional development funds from summer session
1999 attached as Exhibit 8. "
Motion No. 00-03A (Passed) Senator Benson proposed a motion that was passed: "Take from
the table Motion No. 00-03: "Approval of revisions to the Handbook of Underg raduate
Academic Policy regarding academic forgiveness ."
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Tabled Motion No. 00-03 (Passed) After discussion tabled Motion No. 00-03 was approved ;
"Approval of revisions to the Handbook of Undergraduate Academic Polley regarding
academic forgiveness attached as Exh ibi t C."
Motion No. 00-08 (Passed) Susan Donahoe on behalf of the Academic Affairs Committee,
made a motion that after debate was approved: "Approval of revisions to the Handbook of
Und ergraduate Academtc Policy regarding syllabi attached as Exhibit D."
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. CHAIR: No report.

2. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Nelson reported that he spoke with Richard Alumbaugh, Faculty
Legislative Representative, regarding Senator Harold Hochstatter's Bill 6594, which would stop all pay
raises for any state employees that make over $40,000 per year. Dr. Alumbaugh does not believe it will
be approved. Chair Elect Nelson said that Dr. Alumba ugh also strorgly urges Faculty Senators to
complete evaluation forms for each presidential cand idate in order to give weight to the notion of
shared governance .
3. PRESIDENT: President Norton presented a reoort regarding CWLI's 2000-01 budget process attached
as Exhibit E.
4 . MISSION STATEMENT: Phil Backlund led discussion regarding a draft of the revised CWU Mission
Statement. A second. more succinct statement was also distributed for discussion. He explained that
Senator's comments will be taken to the Strategic Planning Committee to be integrated into the final
statement. The committee is scheduled to present a final draft to the Board of Trustees at their
February 11 meeting. The final consensus of Faculty Senators was to stay with the longer version .

5. SENATE CONCERNS/ENABLING LEGISLATION FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING: Senate Bill6346
was introduced in the Labor and Development Committee on January 20, 2000. The bill was passed
and sent on to the Ways and Mean~ Curnrnillee. Because the Faculty Senate was unaware of this
action and in the interest of time, the following Faculty Senate Executive Committee resolution
resulted:
Faculty Senate Executive Committee Resolution passed January 19, 2000:
WHEREAS the Faculty Senate of Central Washington University has historically supported the
right of faculty access to collective bargaining.
BE IT SO RESOLVED that at the same time, the Faculty Senate Executive Committee
concurs with their colleagues at Western Washington University and the University of
Washington that this Faculty cannot support any particular enabling legislation bill unless
and until the university's Faculty Senate has reviewed fully such legislation. The Senate
Executive Committee directs the Faculty Legislative Representative to communicate this
position to all interested parties.
The following motion resulted after discussion by the Faculty Senate of Senate Bill 6346:
MOTION No. 00-08 (Passed 14 Aye, 12 No): Senator Gamon made a motion that after
discussion was approved: "We the Faculty Senate of Central Washington University having
discussed the legislation support Senate Bill 6346 and direct the Faculty Legislative
Representative to express this to the legislature."
Beverly Heckart had a handout distributed regarding the cancellation of library subscriptions
with the following comment: "Senators: It seemed only fair to distribute Gary Lewis' response
to my letter. If you support me and the library's concerns, please write to the president, the
provost, and the Board of Trustees. That is the only way that they will know that the faculty
really cares about the library. The faculty makes its voice heard on other issues; this one is
important too." Letters are attached as Exhibi t F.
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6. STUDENT REPORT: Senator Kilen again extended an invitation to Senators to attend a student
board of director's meeting . The meetings are held every Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. in the SUB Pit. He
noted that there has been only one Faculty Senator attend this quarter. Senator Kilen stated that he
would like to see each Senator attend at least one Board of Directors meeting this quarter.

7 . FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: No report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting adjourned at 5:10p.m.
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 16, 2000***
BARGE 412

Exhibit B
The Ad Hoc Committee for Faculty Development Funding committee's charge is: to determine a mechanism
for disbursement of $100,000 directed toward faculty development; to consider holding aside a portion for
university-wide projects; and to consider accommodating Military Science/ROTC & Aerospace
Studies/AFROTC instructors who teach but do not hold a Senate seat.
The committee recommends the following formula :
• $60,000 distributed evenly to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and
Aerospace Studies/AFROTC)
• $24,000 distributed to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace
Studies/AFROTC), with each department receiving an amount proportional to their annual teaching
FTE, using the most recent staffing data
• $500 to Military Science/ROTC
• $500 to Aerospace Studies/AFROTC
• $15,000 for projects intended to serve the faculty development needs of the university as a whole
(rather than the needs of individual faculty members or departments). Such projects might include
artistic performances. exhibits. and/or distinguished visiting scholars (who would be brought to campus
as individual speakers, or as participants in special conferences, short-courses, etc.). Proposals for
such projects would be solicited, reviewed, and approved by the Ad Hoc Committee for Faculty
Development Funding . Any residual funds from this process would be divided equally among
departments, on a per-department basis.
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Exhibit

c

5-9.4.27 Academic Forgiveness Policy:
5-9.4.27 .1 /\ forFflor ~:~nelor§raEiuate ret~:~rnin§ after an al3senee of at least fi¥o years anel whose si:IFfll:llati·lo
CPA is 13elew 2.Q FflO'f [30titien the aeaeeFflis stanelin§ eeFflFAittee fer waiver of the lew GPA ana fer aoaeeFflio
plaseFflOR! as "§oeel stanEiinij ." An undergraduate student may petition the Reqistrar in writing for academic
forgiveness if all of the following criteria are met:
5-9.4.27 .1.1 The student returned to CWU after an absence of at least five years.
5-9.4.27.1.2 The student's CWU cumulative GPA at the time of leaving CWU was below 2.0.
5-9.4 .27.1.3 The student has earned atleast a 3.0 GPA in at least 45 credits since returning to CWU.
5-9.4.27.~ If aczdemic forgiveness is granted, the previous credits and grades at CWU will remain .fR.QD. the
student's feeef9.trall§.~however the §Faele point a•1era§o will 13e s~:~ppresseel but will not be used in the
calculation of the cumulative GPA. _anci the student will be aeiFflittee in good standing . Only the grades earned
since returning to CWU will be used in computing the CWU cumulative GPA.

5-9.4.27 .3 g1:1eh a petition FRay 13e ap(3ro•,·eel only aRoe ana then only if at least fi'w'O years have elaf'lsoel sin eo
last attonEianoe one thoro is eloei:IFflontee O'lieenee of a ohan§e in the st~:~eent's life 't\'hiet:l wo~:~le inelioate a
roaelinoss ~r s~:~eeossf~:~l seholarsFiif'l. The student may request a review of the Registrar's decision by the Board
of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing.
5-9.4.27.4 Tho GI:IFfll:llati'>'o §FaEie !'lOiRt a¥ora§o will inoi~:~eo all §Faeles for all eo~:~rsos I:IRioss tl=to st~:~eont has
earn eel at least a ~ . QQ GPA in 4a ere sits sines reh:Jrnin!1J , in whiofl oaso only tfle !1Jraelos earAoe siRoo
reiRstate~eAt will 13e ~:~see in GOFAJ'll:ltin~ tl:le Gl:l~l:llativo §rase [38iRt avera§e. A petition for academic
forgiveness may be granted only once.
5-9.4.27 .4§ Unless academic forgiveness is granted. the {GPA) at CWU will include all CWU grades for all
courses.
5-9.4.27.&6 The forgiveness policy does not extend to calculating §raele f'loint avera§esGPA of majors or to
honors.

Exhibit D

5-9.4.29 Syllabi:
5-9.4.29.9 Instructor's f'lOiioy policies on late work, make-up, extra credit, and ~rantiA§ ef iAsOFfl!'llotos Q1llill
issues unique to the class .

Exhibit E

President's Report to the Faculty Senate
The Board of Trustees and I have been quite interested in addressing some issues of the CWU budget that you
probably can identify. One of the most important is faculty salaries. Given the great state of the national
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MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: February 16, 2000
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate
Presiding Officer: Linda S. Beath
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Adamson, Beaghan, Cocheba, Fordan, Gunn,
Hawkins, Polishook, Connie Roberts, Scott Roberts, Schaeffer, Spencer, Stacy, Williams.
Visitors: Jim Bailey, Toni uljak, David Oauwalder, Susan Donahoe, Jack McPherson, Abdul Nasser, Barbara
·
Radke, Chuck Reasons, Sarah Shot,· Carolyn Wells.
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 00-09 (Passed) Senator Richmond moved
approval of the agenda as changed: Move Motion No. 00-10 after lvbtion No. 00-15. Move Motion No. 00-11
after Motion No. 00-12.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the February 2. 2000, Faculty Senate meeting were approved with
the following change: Add Senator Benson's comments to Motion No. 00-06, Approval of the 2001-02
Academic Calendar as follows: "The minutes as distributed for the last meeting do not show my objection to
the Academic Calendar as submitted and my recommendation that this calendar be standardized to reflect
the accrediting definition of a quarter as 50 instructional days as it appears to be implemented at the
University of Washington. In addition, I suggested that the administration institute an agreement among the
University of Washington and the regional universities on a common academic calendar. The current
academic calendar of the University of Washington, it was suggested, Is much more friendly to students and
teaching faculty alike as it does not have classes starting until the first of October, having finals at the same
day we are and in addition provides for a two week break for spring quarter and an earlier graduation date. It
was suggested this plan was more reasonable than the one described as traditional for Central. It was also
suggested by me that the University of Washington calendar allowed students an extra week to work in the fall,
perhaps two weeks break and possible employment between winter and spring quarters and early graduation
which certainly likely favored them in the search for summer employment."
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
Memo from Charles Rubin, Chair of Geological Sciences to Gary Lewis, Dean of the Library Re: Library
Journal Cancellations. This communication will be on file in the Faculty Senate office for review.
REPORTS:
A.

ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 00-12 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved:
"Delete PHIL 302, 352, 353, 354 and add PHIL 115, PHIL 202, PHIL 210 to
the Philosophies and Cultures of the World Section of the General
Education Program attached as Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-11 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved:
"Add lET 101, Modern Technology, to the Applications of Natural Science
section of the General Education Program attached as Exhibit B."
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increase the faculty salary base to bring faculty salaries in-line with its peers?
Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo commented on the number of faculty comments he has received that
center on the issue of how this budget process and its impact Is going to be handled in terms of the
change in presidents. He suggested adding something to the presidents follow-up memo to address
this concern .
President Norton explained to Senators that institutions have lives that encompass whoever is in
command. During this transition the day-to-day process must move forward. Regardless of when a new
president arrives , a budget must be presented to the Board of Trustees at its May meeting and passed
at the Board's June meeting.

6.

STUDENT REPORT : Senator Kilen shared his proposal to create an academic advising council to
assist in upgrading the tool-base for faculty teaching and instructing. In conjunction with peer
advising for students the main basis for this proposal is for faculty and students to meet on a plane of
professionalism. He has heard many concerns from students regarding this issue. Senator Kilen asked
Senators for guidance in this process by E-mailing him at <ascwu@cwu .edu> or calling at 963-1693.
Several suggestions were presented by Senators, 1) upon completion , use information from the
~ost-tenure review process , and 2) review overall scores of existing course evaluations. Overall
comments from Senators were positive and urged Senator Kilen to pursue this issue.

Ms. Sarah Schacht, ASCWU Vice President for Political Affairs, announced that Central Washington
University day in Olympia is scheduled for February 24, 2000. She invited Senators to attend the
event that assists students in becoming familiar with the capital and governmental process.

7. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS :
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Susan Donahoe introduced two topics the committee is
currently discussing 1) attendance policy, and 2) the policy to expand the agreements with
AA and communitycolleges .
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: No report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: March 1, 2000***
BARGE 412

:xhibit A
,hilosophies and Cultures of the World.

:oreign Languages 251, 252, or 253 Second year foreign language same as studied in high school 5
)r

·oreign Languages 151, 152, or 153 First year foreign language different than the one used to meet the
\ssion requirement 5
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March 1, 2000

Presiding Officer: Linda S. Beath
Recording Secretary : Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m .
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Adamson, Cocheba, DeVietti, Gunn , and
Nethery.
Visitors: Jim Bailey,Scott Carlton , Toni Culjak, David Dauwalder, Susan' Donahoe. Barney Erickson, Jack
McKay, John Lasik, Barbara Radke .
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA:MOTION NO. 00-16 (Passed) Beverly Heckart moved to approve
the agenda as changed . Move the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee report, after Motion No. 00-22.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the February 16, 2000, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as
distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
No communications.
REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Motion No. 00-17 (Passed): Susan Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic
Affairs Committee, made a motion that after discussion and amendment was approved:
"Change to the Hand book of Undergraduate Academic Policy attached as Exhibit A."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 00-18 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "Change UNIV 100 to UNIV
101 in the General Education Program attached as Exhibit B. "
Motion No. 00-19 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "Change Foreign Language
section of General Education attached as Exhibit C."
Motion No. 00-20 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "Change in American
Language component of General Education attached as Exh ibit D."
Motion No. 00-21 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "Change WS 201 from 4
credits to 5 credits attached as Exhibi t E."
Motion No. 00-22 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "Addition of Broad Area
Science Teaching Minor attached as Exh ibit F."
Toni Culjak presented a series of program deletions and program name changes attached as
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Exhibit G.
Faculty Senate Budget Committee
Motion No. 00-23 (Passed): Barney Erickson, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee, made a motion that after debate was approved: "The Faculty Senate Budget
Committee recommends that the three percent salary allocation from the legislature be
distributed as an across the board scale adjustment."
Motion No. 00-24 (Passed): Barney Erickson, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved: "That additional monies be
found for additional salary increases and that particular attention be given to merit
increases."
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1. CHAIR: Chair Beath presented a report on her meeting with President Mcintyre during her visit to
carr.pus on February 25, 2000 . One of the issues discussed was what kind of university governance
system does Central want. Chair Beath stated that she believed that Central would like a system that is
inclusive and provides an avenue for faculty voices . St":e also reported that Dr. Mcintyre understands
very clearly faculty concerns regarding this issue. The new president will be returning to campus
several times during spring quarter and plans to attend the undergraduate research symposium and a
Faculty Senate meeting .

2.
Chair Beath informed Senators that Central has received faculty salary data from the HECB regarding
peer comparison's. She explained that the data was based upon Fall of 1998 which precedes the 1.3
million dollars that Central placed into faculty salaries. The report shows that Central Washington
University has moved from the 1yth to the 23rd percentile in terms of faculty salaries. It was noted that
these figures do not include adjunct funding and are based upon the definition of full-time faculty in
the IPEDS report. The document may be viewed at
<http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate/salaries000307 .odf> or contact the Faculty Senate Office .

2. CHAIR ELECT: No report.
3 . PRESIDENT: No report. Not in attendance.
4 . SENATE CONCERNS: Concerns were expressed by Senators regarding the HECB Peer Comparison
data and faculty salaries mentioned in the Chair's report.

Senator Benson referred to the HECB peer comparison's and stated that even though Central is
moving up the scale for faculty salaries, approximately .162 percent was reduced from instructional
funds. He stated that at the same time institutional support grew by 41 percent which, in part, was due
to the Y2K project.
Senator Shaeffer referred to members on the Administrative Structure Committee and praised them for
their work. He stated that an instructor in the Political Science Department compared top level
executive positions with other regional universities, not just in Washington State, and reported that
Central ranks number one in the amount of top level executive positions for its size. The report also
shows that Central has more administrators than Washington State University. Senator Shaeffer
believes that our fears regarding bureaucratic growth is substantiated by this report. He stressed to
Senators that comparison's with other institutions are not always accurate but he does find the
outcome interesting. The report has been forwarded to the Administrative Structure Committee for
their review.
Senator Uebelacker stated that as a member of the Administrative Structure Committee he looks
forward to reviewing the data Senator Shaeffer shared with the Senate. He believes that in order to
make an informed decision, the committee must first look at how this university functions and then see
how the administrative positions fit into those functions. Senator Uebelacker reported that the first
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meeting of the Administrative Structure Committee was frank but friendly and stated that while this is a
healthy process . it is also a lengthy one .
Senator Gray asked why, when Central is looking at its administrative structure. are administrators still
being hired?
Senator Benson again drew Senator's attention to the reduction in instructional funding at this
institution by referring to figures in the 1995 IPEDS report.
Since the Faculty Senate voted to distribute the 3-percent salary allocation as an across the board
scale adjustment, Senate concerns moved to the issue of the merit process and funding. The question
was asked by Senators whether the merit process should begin before funds are identified or after
funds are identified. Provost Dauwalder stated that he believea that there would be funds available for
merit this year. The outcome will be determined after the budget hearings in March and action by the
Board of Trustees at their June meeting. Many Senators believed that regardless of the monetary
reward, the faculty should go through the process of merit in order to have their work recognized and
also make it known to their colleagues and the Board of Trustees that faculty at Centra: feel merit
matters. Senator Hawkins recommended going through the merit process every year regardless of
available funds.
Senator Beaghan asked when the biennial faculty salary equity study would be completed? Chair
Beath answered by stating that the salary equity study is finalized through the Office of Institutional
Studies and is not yet completed.
Senator Braunstein recommended that a 3-percent allocation also be applied to full-time
nontenure-track faculty on continuing contracts. He explained that these faculty are asked to do a
significant amount of the instructional workload and are not able to participate in the merit process.
Senator Heckart stated that since full-time nontenure-track faculty contracts are renegotiated each
year, they could receive an increase in salary then . She believed that instead of making a motion to
this effect, the Faculty Senate should urge the Provost to pay these faculty members an adequate <Jnd
decent wage.
The discussion regarding merit resulted in the following motion:
Motion No. 00-25 (Passed): Senator Benson made a motion that after debate and amendment was
approved: "The Faculty Senate recommends to the Provost that we begin the process of merit."
5 . STUDENT REPORT: No report

6. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: Senator Heckart informed Senators that there will be a Code Hearing at
the beginning of April. She told Senators that a hearing notice would be placed in their
mailboxes over spring break.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Curriculum Committee report was moved after Motion No. 00-22
on the agenda.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Senator Nelson stated that while discussing available funds
for merit, he reminded Senators to think about the possible impacts of 1-695.
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: April 5, 2000***
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Exhibit A
5-9.3.2 Transfer Credit from Community Colleges
5-9.3.2.4 Academic transferAassociateof arts degrees earnedfrom a college or university outside tt:le state of
Washington state accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges will ~ot a~:~teFRatieally
~the general education requirements ef GWU of a bachelor's degree.
5-9.3.2.5 Other associate degrees such as vocational or technological degrees will not automatically satistv
·
the general education requirements at CWU .

Exhibit B
Change the number to UN IV 101
Change course title to General Education Colloquium
The one credit will count toward the 180 credit graduation requirement
The course will be graded
A research or service learning emphasis will be added
Mission, Rationale and Student Outcomes, last paragraph
All courses taken to satisfy general education requirements must be taken for a letter
ef University 100 wt:lisl'l will be !1Jraaea S/U.

grade~

witt:! tt:le 8)(88J'ltien

Basic Skills Requirement
UN IV~ 101, i\avisin§ SeFRinar General Education Colloquium (1 ), or MUS 104, Introduction to Musical
Studies (3). Only required of students who enter Central with fewer than 45 credits. Credit in UNIV -1-QQ.!Q.1 will
Ref. be allowed toward meeting bachelor's degree requirements.

Exhibit C
Foreign Language General Education Requirements - Approved by the General Education Committee
1/21/00
Basic Skills Requirements
All students must satisfy the following requirements in basic academic and intellectual skills:
(e) one year of college or university study of a single foreign language or two years of high school study of a
single foreign language. Courses used to satistv this foreign language basic skills requirement may not be used
to satisfy the Philosophies and Cultures of the World breadth requirement:
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APPENDIX F

Tuesday, May 30, 2000

MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: May 3, 2000
http:llwww.cwu.edul-fsenate
Presiding Officer: Linda S. Beath
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators: All Senators or their alternates were present except Alsoszatai-Petheo, Cocheba, DeVietti, Nethery,
Olivero, Scott Roberts, Stacy, and Thyfault.
Visitors: Tiffany Barr, Toni Culjak, David Dauwalder, Susan Donahoe, Barney Erickson, Susan Lonborg, Mark
Lundgren, Richard Mack, Patrick McCutcheon, Barbara Radke, Summer Russell and Bill Vertrees.
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA MOTION NO. 00-30 (Passed): Chair Beath moved approval of
the agenda as changed: Take 10 minutes from Senate Cc.ncerns and add 10 minutes New Business.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the April 5, 2000, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as
distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
Memo from Tracy Schwindt, Associate Registrar: Commencement and Honors Convocation Participation
Memo from Jessica Lee, Undergraduate Research: Source 2000
REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 00-31 (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 2.1 O.A.1 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
MotiQn No. 00-31A (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 4.67 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 B (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Deletion of
section 5.35 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31C (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "The
substitution of section 5.40 in place of 5.35 of the Faculty Code of
Personnel Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 D (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved :
"Changes to section 7.30.D.4 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached in Exhibit A."
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Motion No. 00-31 E (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that after debate and amendment
was approved: "Changes to sections 9.20.B, 9.25.B, and 9.30 of the Faculty
Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 F (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 3.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 G (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 6.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 H (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 11 .30 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedun:
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-311 (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 14.40 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31J (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved :
"Changes to section 8.65.C of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 K (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 5.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 L (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 8.66.C of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
Motion No. 00-31 M (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that after discussion was approved:
"Addition of section 7.32 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached in Exhibit A.".
Motion No. 00-31 N (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty
Senate Code Committee, made a motion that was approved: "Changes to
section 9.92.H of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached in Exhibit A."
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1. Human Subjects Policy Taskforce: Susan Lonborg presented a report regarding the President
Norton's newly created Human Subjects Taskforce. The committee is charged with specifically
reviewing the university's policies and procedures regarding the conduct of research with human
subjects by: 1. developing a needs assessment survey for faculty and students conducting human
subject research activities; 2. meet with appropriate departments to discuss areas of concern; 3.
propose revisions in the university policies and procedures manual regarding the review of human
subjects research; and 4. review the functions and structure of the current Human Subjects Committee
to see whether modifications in that group are necessary. The intended outcome of the taskforce is
Page:2
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that the institution is able to demonstrate compliance with federal regulations and that faculty and
students engaging in this type of research can do their work more effectively while ensuring the
protection of human subjects.
2. Wildcatlife.com: Tiffany Barr, ASCWU Vice President for Equity and Community Service, presented
a report regarding Wildcatlife.com. She explained that WildcatLife.com will be a universal calendar
of university events on the Web. This Web sight will be the most current and comprehensive source of
information for student life. The ASCWU hopes that the outcome of creating a universal calendar will
increase student involvement in campus activities.

3. CHAIR: Announcements: 1.) The Faculty Senate Executive Committee has received several requests
to consider term limits for Faculty Senate Standing Committees. This issue will be on the May 17
Faculty Senate Agenda. 2. The Faculty Senate has received a State of Washington Senate
Resolution 2000-877 4 that was given to Professor James Nimnicht honoring him for receiving the
CASE Professor of the Year award for the State of Washington. 3. Chair Beath encouraged all faculty
to participate in Commencement and Honors Convocation. 4. Chair Beath announced that she has
received a merr.0 from the United Faculty of Central regarding the unearthing of a $20 million surplus
in the Central Washington University budget. She sent a request asking Joe Antonich, Director of
Financial Services, where this money is in the budget. He responded with the document attached a~
Exhibit B.
Chair Beath reported that she had recently conducted a "data party" for the purpose of compiling data
from various units of the university to assist in providing the Senators with a means of understanding
the institution and also issues relating to faculty. Participants included David Dauwalder, Provost/Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Lad Holden, Assistant Professor of Industrial & Engineering
Technology, member of Council of Faculty Representatives and Summer Session Committee, Mark
Lundgren, Director of Institutional Studies and Libby Street, Special Assistant to the President. Chair
Beath distributed and reviewed the following data resulting from this meeting: Central Washington
University Office of Institutional Studies Academic Profiles, Expenditures from Ledger One Budget
Across OFM Functions of University, Central Washington University 1999 IPEDS Faculty Salary Survey
-- All Full-Time Faculty, Central Washington University Ledger 1 Allocation by Executive Level,
Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies Briefing Paper 2000-01 HECB Faculty
Salary Peer Data for Comprehensive Universities, and Central Washington University Office of
Institutional Studies Briefing Paper 2000-02 CUPA Faculty Salary Benchmarks.

4. Update on Proposed Super SUB: Bill Vertrees, Director of Facilities Management, presented an
update on the proposed Super Sub attached as Exhibit C.

5. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Nelson reported that he will be visiting all Senators serving in 2000-01
before fall quarter.

6. PRESIDENT: President Norton expressed his appreciation for the work of the budget advisory
committee. He explained that the process illustrates the possibility of the university being more in
control of its functions rather than relying solely on activities in the legislature. The process also
revealed that there are still some challenges remaining. He recommended enlisting the assistance of
an outside consultant in improving administrative procedures. He further observed that the institution
can probably also improve on its academic procedures.

President Norton invited Senators to attend the CWU Wall of Honor dedication on Friday, May 12 at
1:00 p.m., third floor, Barge Hall. The Wall of Honor is an acknowledgment of past Distinguished
Professors and Outstanding Employees of the Year.
President Norton informed Senators that invitations are being sent to the campus community
for a reception recognizing grant seekers scheduled for May 11.

7. SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Lewis informed Senators that the Department of Art's annual student
show is open in the Spurgeon Gallery. A middle of the show reception will be held Friday, May 5 at
7:00 p.m.
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8. STUDENT REPORT: Senator Kilen presented an update on the proposed Faculty Evaluation
Web-page. He reported that after receiving input from faculty and students, the faculty evaluation has
evolved into a course evaluation instead with a place for a faculty name and asks the question "Would
you recommend this course being taught by this faculty member?" Senators expressed approval of
this change.

Senator Kilen also reported that he has been working, in conjunction with the four academic deans,
in creating a Student Academic Council. The purpose of the council would be to review academic
policies and programs brought forth by the ASCWU Vice President for Academic Affairs and make
recommendations on those policies to the VP for Academic Affairs and the ASCWU Board of
Directors. Membership would include student representatives from the following: two from the College
of Arts and Humanities, two from the College of the Sciences, two from the College of Education and
Professional Studies, two from the School of Business and Economics, two from Graduate Studies and
Research, two from University Centers and the ASCWU Vice President for Academic Affairs. Senator
Kilen informed Senators that faculty should be receiving material requesting student nominations for
membership on the committee.
Senator Kilen informed Senators that the ASCWU is purchasing their own web-site at
<www.ascwu.com>.

9. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Susan Donahoe, Chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee, presented a report on the proposed scheduling format attached as Exhibit D.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Toni Culjak, Chair of the Curriculum Committee, reported the
deletion of two academic programs: MA English, Teaching Option and MA English
Language Learning.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report. Senator Schaeffer made a request to have the
Public Affairs Committee address the issue of honoraria next year. Senator Gamon will also
discuss this issue with the Council of Faculty Representatives that includes all the state
baccalaureates.
NEW BUSINESS:
Motion No. 00-32 (Failed): Senator Uebelacker proposed a motion that after debate and
amendment failed: "That section 7.20.B.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be waived for the
Summer of 2000 as provided for in section 15.40 of the Faculty Code. In place of section
7.20 we recommend that the payment be within the limits of the amount the student pays for
the credits (for thesis and individual study) with the following distribution: The standard
amount be taken off the top for the overhead and the rest be distributed to the faculty. In the
case of thesis credits, this would be determined by the school/college and department, as to
the distribution between chair and committee members."
OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m .
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 17, 2000***
BARGE 412

Exhibit A
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Exhibit D
Academic Affairs Committee Report
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the Proposed Scheduling
Format. After hearing from the Provost and representatives from the west-side centers, ADCO, students, the
Office of the Registrar, deans, and committee reports from each of our respective departments, the committee
reached consensus to recommend to the Faculty Senate that CWU remain with our current class scheduling
times for the present and not move to the new schedule format at this time . We may want to examine the issue
again in the future . The committee is sensitive for the need for more research time and accommodating larger
blocks of time, but seems to prefer the existing, schedule . Departments with special needs have already worked
out arrangements with deans who are able to make exceptions.
Rationale :
The present system is preferred over the proposed change generally by at least a ratio of two to one. There is
no compelling evidence that the change is needed . The existing system is viewed as working well with
possible extensions for flexibility to accommodate the differences, such as addi:1g some labs earlier in the day
or scheduling some classes on Mondays and Wednesdays. Exceptions to the general scheduling format are
now handled on a systematic basis by the departments with approval by respective deans. Deans can continue
to do a good job to provide flexibility on an individual case basis if there is reason that a class cannot fit into
the regular schedule format. The consensus is that the present system is working well in most situations . Some
discussion of some of the groups are included below:
The student representative felt that this change in habits of learning from the scheduling at most high schools
would create time management issues. Scheduling on the hour is clear and a convenience. The new proposal
does not seem to solve any of the existing problems, but adds stress.
The Chair of Academic Department Chairs Organization (ADCO) shared nine pages of detailed comments
from department chairs across campus. The responses vary from adamant rejection to willingness to try it out.
The need for flexibility to accommodate variations in course content and teaching style are expressed
throughout the comments
The representative from the Registrar's office reported this type of change would be very difficult for
scheduling of classes. There would still be gaps of time when classrooms would not be utilized for classes
other than 5 credits. There were more problems in scheduling before Science Building and Black Hall were
completed.
The perspective from the west-side centers' representative noted that this approach is more practical for the
center students than Ellensburg campus. Faculty like flexibility, not one style or methodology; they like some
lecture, some discussion. There may be preferences at certain times, but the schedule format is okay the way it
is and allows work arrangements for students. Commuters find the existing one okay.
The School of Business and Economics' representative reported that college could not reach consensus and
that it is a divisive issue. The rationale that faculty productivity would increase or that days of consultation
could increase if not impacting classes is not necessarily true. The faculty now can work out requests with
department chairs or deans. He feels faculty prefer no change unless there is an extreme crunch and desires
flexibility for interdisciplinary arrangements.
Changes in scheduling elicit discussion of other changes such as changing to the semester system. Changes
may need to be reviewed again in the near future. However, we feel that the need does not exist at this present
time .
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Motion: "All Faculty Senate standing committee appointment terms shall
be 3 years, and no more than 2 consecutive terms shall be served by an
individual on any one committee. Individuals who have completed the
equivalent of two consecutive three year terms, by the end of the
2000-01 academic year, shall be replaced by the beginning of the 2001-02
school year."
Rationale: Placing committee membership on a regular rotation will
broaden the knowledge base of our faculty, diversify the input heard in
committee forums, and strengthen the university's commitment to shared
governance. While there are advantages of economy in having a few
"experts" with extended committee tenures, the Faculty Senate can become
overly dependent on a few individuals to interpret and make policy;
these experienced individuals may continue to provide information as
consultants. Collective rather than individual wisdom is essential for
the healthy governance of a university.

**This agenda is being distributed in hard-copy form because the changes to the curriculum forms are hard to read in
Web format. Please bring this agenda to the meeting. There will be no copies provided at that time.

1-. A.JLTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, May 31, 2000, 3:10p.m.
BARGE 412
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 00-37: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

v.

REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (20 Minutes)
Chair
.. ) -' .,... ' ......\
Motion No. 00-38: "Ratification of 2000-01 Grievance Committee Members attached as Exhibit A." ( · · '- ' . /
,. .'/ tf'-Motion No. 00-39: "All Faculty Senate standing committee v.lppointment terms shall be 3 years , and no more than 2
consecutive terms shall be served by an Individual on any one committee. Individuals who have completed the
equivalent of two consecutive three year terms, by the end of the 2000-01, academic year, shall be replaced by the
beginning of the 2001-02 school year." Rationale attached as Exhibit B{
t ( . .-" ' \

,

I

b.of

Motion No. 00-40: "Proposed changes to the Faculty Senate Bylaws attached as Exhibit C."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 00-41: "Proposed changes to the CWU Policies Manual, section 5-10 Curriculum Policies and Procedures,
attached as Exhibit D."
'

VI.

RIJO

G~
3.
4.
7.
8.
9.

,/

I

'

; I

.
~
, ,
.
LL- n1 ·~I 11 f/1 Ol '-/
(
-/--'MARKET DE INI ION REP'ORT: Josh Nelson (50 Mln uteslL/7 r · ('!
CHAIR (10 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT {'6 Minutest 11
I 'r
I
PRESIDENT te MIAtttes) / D i'")-1 I) l lt. ( 6
SENATE CONCERNS (15 Minutes) - r;v- Lt.:J.>STUDENT REPORT (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Joshua Nelson

" '

I~CUSSION ITEMS

r

+

VII.

OLD BUSINESS
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 00-34: "Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Polley and Procedure attached as
Exhibit E."

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

IX,

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: October 4, 2000***
BARGE 412

Exhibit A
-Replace Terry Martin with Anne Denman as a regular member.
Reappoint Corwin King for another term as a regular member.
F ·· ·point Jack Dugan for another term as an alternate member.
)-., . Jint Deborah Medlar for one term as an alternate member.
2000-01 Faculty Grievance Committee:
Term

Regular Members

Term

Alternate Members

10/15/03

Anne Denman, Anthropology

10/15/03

Deborah Medlar, Accounting

10/15/01

Robert Jacobs, Political Science

10/15/01

Minerva Caples, Teacher Education Program

10/15/03

Corwin King, Communication

10/15/03

Jack Dugan, Sociology

10/15/02

Gerald Gunn, Business Administration

~A

Exh;b;ts

~ A,'/~;r/
q ~fl' '~ :,)-'...00-~Piaclng

Rationale for Motion No.
committee membership on a regular rotation will broaden the knowledge base of our faculty, diversify
the input heard in committee forums, and strengthen the university's commitment to shared governance. While there are advantages of
economy in having a few "experts" with extended committee tenures, the Faculty Senate can become overly dependent on a few individuals to
interpret and make policy; these experienced individuals may continue to provide information as consultants. Collective rather than individual
wisdom is essential for the healthy governance of a university.
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Exhibit C
Section IV.
A.
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Committees

Executive Committee
1.

B.

_,

Composition
The Executive Committee shall have ~ seven (7) members consisting of the fio.oe six (6) officers of the Senate: the Chair of the
Senate, the Chair Elect, the Secretary, the twe three at-large members elected from the Senate membership, and the immediate
past Senate Chair. If the immediate past Senate Chair is unable to serve on the Executive Committee, the most recent past
Senate Chair available will serve. Unless a current Senator, the past Senate Chair is without vote.

Senate Standing Committees

~~Liv-.
Membership
There shall be ~~(6 I) standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as described in Section 3.25 of the Faculty Code: the
Faculty Senate Code Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee, the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee, eftd the Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee,
and the Faculty Senate Research and Devel0pmant C0mmlttee. The Faculty Senate General Education Committee is a standing
subeommittee 0f 1he Senate Curriculum Cammlttee. Each standing committee shall consist of no fewer than five (5) faculty
members appointed-eml'ltlelly 8f'f'6il'lted, by the Executive Committee and ratified by the Senate at the first regular Senate meeting
of the academic year; in addition to the five (5) or more faculty members of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee, 8ft6 the
Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Senate General Education Committee. two (2) voting, full-time student members shall be
appointed to the Senate Academic Affairs Committee and one (1) full-time student member to the Senate Curriculum Committee
and the Senate General Education Committee, by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the student body. The
Senate Curriculum Committee and the Senate General Education Committee shall also have as a member one non-voting exofficio member from the Office o.f the Provost. Term appointments for the Senate Standing Committees shall run three (3) years
.and ncLm0re..than-2;eonseCt1tlve-tem~&-Shall ·be-servmtby an individual >OA-any;me-cammittee. No more than one ( 1) committee
member may come from any one (1) department or group with Senate representation with exception of the Senate General
Educat10n Committee. Faculty membership 0n the Senate General Education Committee shctll consist of two (2} from &eetel
c_.,(bJ"')science. twc:~ (2)frem natural science, one (1) from the College of Education and Professional Studies .and one (1) from the Seho0l
of Business and Economics. Members may be appointed from among the general faculty with proportional balance sought
between the schools. At least one (1) member of each standing committee should have served on the committee the previous
year.

1.

~ Powers and Duties

C.

9.:.

The Faculty Senate General Education Committee shall be concerned with the study. development. and Improvement of the
general education program. The committee shall review and recommend programs and policies of general education in close
cooperation with the school and college deans. The committee shall work as a subcommittee of the Senate Curriculum
Committee.

!J..:.

The Faculty Senate Research and D.evelopment Committee shall be concerned, every two years. with devising . conducting .
and communicating the results of the faculty opinion survey of administrators. In alternate years the study committee shall be
concerned wfth studying the ct:mditlons of faculty salary equity as defined by section 8.46 of the Faculty Co.de of Personnel
Policy and Procedure and shall make.recommendations for remedies and adiustments to the Faculty Senate. to appropriate
standing committees of the Faculty Senate. to the Board 0f Trustees. the university's president and to provost/vice president
for academic-affairs. The committee shall also study and recommend action on other issues relevant to faculty development.

Ad Hoc Committees
2.

Ae I lee Cemmlttee fer Fee~:~ I!)• Of'lnien ef Sttl"v'ey ef Aeedemie Adminlstreters
The Feettl!)' Senate shell eendttet fae~:~lty e13inien ef sttl"v'eys ef edmiflistretei'S
deaRs, f'l'eVest enf:l viee f'resiE!ent fer eeeeemie
affairs, f3Fesieel'lt ef ti'le ttl'liversily
eve!')' twe (2) )'i!ers eegifll'ling iA the eeeeemie yee~ 1986 87. Fer f'tlrf'eses ef de·visiR!:J aAd
eeAe~:~eliR!J tl'le sttr¥ey, the Senate sl'lell Bf'f'eint Bl"' ae ~'lee eemmittee ef memeers ef the faettlty.

.Exhibit D

5--''\1.7

Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate acts on recommendations made by the FSCC concerning the following :
1.

All curriculum policies, including revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual and policy recommendations
from university committees and offices concerned with the curriculum (e.g., General Education Committee, University
Professional Education Council, Graduate Council, Career Development Services, Academic Services, Deans' and
Provost's Offices);

2.

New programs, or new options within existing programs.

3.

Programs which exceed upper limits. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required
beyond the upper limits specified in the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual (Section VI) or beyond the limits
previously approved by the Faculty Senate.

~f'.Lr\

Pre!Jf8A'I eelelioRS.

~.!,.Final

approval for general education changes.

Note: Faculty Senate is informed of but does not act on Program Deletions.

5-10.4.2.

Initiation of General Education Requirement Changes. Individuals proposing general education curriculum changes submit
a completed Form B: Program Change Transmittal Form with a description of the proposed change, including an effective date
and all appropriate signatures, to the Provost's Office. The initiator marks the transmittal form as a general education
requirement change and the Provost's Office adds the change to the General Education Committee meeting agenda lists it il'l
the Gurrleulum Summef)' Le~ as sttefl. The eeeeemie eemmttAity has twe weelta te resj!leAEf te the Pre ..·est's Offiee. Felle't'o'il'l~
the twe weelt he lEI, a ee~y ef the j!lfe~rem ehen~e ferfl'l is seAt te the Ger~erel EEfueatiefl Gemmittee, eleflg with a eever ffieffio
aflel sAy ~eftiAeAt resj!lel'lses. After the General Education Committee acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo
documenting committee action and sends it to the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee chair. The FSCC lists it in the
Curriculum Summary Log. The academic community has two weeks to respond b:!> the Provost's Office. Following the two week
hold the FSCC acts on the proposal, the chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action, and sends it to the
Faculty Senate chair to be placed on the Faculty Senate agenda for action. The Faculty Senate chair then submits the Faculty
Senate action to the Provost.

5-10.4.5

Notification. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D), which are compiled in the Provost's Office, will be used to notify the
following people of current proposals: department chairs, east-side and west-side eEffl'liRistraters university centers, associate
registrar, associate school/college deans, Academic Affairs Council, the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, and the General Education Committee.

5-10.4.7

Implementation. Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate approval (except General
Education changes) , as soon as they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, unless approval of the Board of Trustees,
the Higher Education Coordinating Board, or the Commission on Colleges is required, (b) program changes and general
education requirement changes will become effective in the fall quarter of the next year. or (c) in all other cases, on the
proposed approval date indicated on the Curriculum Summary Log (provided no objections have been made). (Reference
Section Ill, A, Offieiel Geleleg Curriculum Approval Effectjve Date, page 5.)

5-10.5.8

Individual Study Courses

5-10.5.9

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars

5-1 0.5.9.2

ee

Process. Geurse j!lrepe.sels fer werksflef3S, Sj!l.eeiel te13ies a fiEf semil'lars sheule
subffiit!eel eA Ferffi D fef
81313PO'o'al ey the 8j!lf3f6f3rlete ifleli'f'ieluals es leleAtlfleEI 6R the fel'ffl. (See A~~eAeix G 4).

~Workshops should be submitted on Form E for approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on the
b.

5-10.5.9.3

form. (See- Appendix C5) and will follow the normal curriculum process for course additions.
Special topics and seminars should be submitted an Form C for approval by the appropriate Individuals as
identified on the form. (See Appendix C3l and will follow the normal curriculum process for c_ourse additions.

Time Restriction. Courses offered as (-91), (-98) and (-99) are temporary offerings. These numbers are used
to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis, for topical issues, and for "niche markets." Upon approval,
the course may be offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent offering must be as a regular course
(numbered 10 to 89), submitted on either Form C or Form 0 and approved through the established curriculum
process.

5-10.5.11

Professional Development Courses
5-10.5.11.2

5-10.5.13

Office of Continuing Education ·Credit Offerings
5-10.5.13.1

5-10.5.15

Authorization. The ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs or designee has authority to approve continuing
education courses to be taught off-campus for credit. Each request will be considered on an individual basis and
must be submitted on Form 9 C. (Appendix -64 C3 .)

International Study Courses
5-10.5.15.4

5-10.11

Process. Departmental addition of a 500 catalog entry will follow the normal curriculum process for course
additions. , and should be submitted on Form E (See Appendix C5.) Speeille 509 eet:Jrses v.•ill fellew Aerffia
speeiel 'tepies eppl'6>t'e,l pl'6eess.

Process. Approval of foreign studies courses.
a. Each course is preapproved by one or more CWU departments and submitted on the speeiel tef:)ies
lrf.ffiSffiilt:al ferffi . Form C (See Appendix C3) and follows the normal curriculum process for course additions·.

Guidelines for using Curriculum Transmittal Forms

F6tff Five forms are provided in Appendix C1 - 64 C5 to transmit curriculum matters:
New Program Transmittal Form.
Program Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form.
Oet:Jrse Aeditier~iDeletieA er Gh~fl~e Gt:Jrrlet:Jh:ll'l'l Trer~sffiilt:el Ferffi.Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications.
Werltshep, Speeial Tef:)ie, Semir~er, er Prefessier~al De\•elepmel'lt Transmittal Ferffi.Course Change Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form.
Form E: Workshops & P~ofessional Development Proposal Form.

Form
Form
Form
Form

A:
B:
C:
D:

5-10.11.4

Form C: Get:Jrse Additielfl/9eletlefl er Ghen~e Gt:Jrl'iet:Jitlffi Trer~smittel Ferm. Course Additions & Curriculum
Modifications. A course addition or eeletie" modification request requires the following background and ratic
to be developed and attached to the form.

5-10.11.4.2

Course Deletion .er GtleA~e Modification ( if K-12 personnel. General Education, prerequisites or corequisites,
or total credits for any program are affected)

5-10.11.4.3

Course Deletion (if K-12 personneL General Educatkm are affected.)

5.10.11.5

Form D: {Move Form D below to FormE} Course Change Form (Short Form) ·alld Special Topic/Seminar
Conversion Form. This form may only be used for minor course changes such as prefix, number, credits, title ,
deseription or deletion, and for special toplg/seminar conversion to a regular course. Form D may not be used if
the course change affects K- 12 personnel, General Education. total credits for any program or prerequisites or co
requisites.

5.1 0.11 .6

Form 9 £,: Workshop, Speeiel Tepie, Semir~ar, er ~Professional Development Trar~smittal Proposal Form .
Workshop, speelel tepie, semlr~er and professional development proposals will follow this course guide:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

5-10.12

Topical outline of content.
Course objective(s) in terms of student learning outcomes.
Bibliography
Assessment procedures.
Special course requirements.

Guidelines for Writing Catalog Copy
These guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal forms (Appendices C 1 - &-4 C5). This section is the same as it appears
on the transmittal form.

B 2 Narrative Curriculum Flow Chart
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM
Develops proposals using the appropriate transmittal fonns. After approval by the department chair/program director, the original and
three Cor four) copies of the proposal are sent to the school/college dean's office.

SCHOOUCOLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE

*

*
*
*

*
*

.
Sends all proposals to Academic Services personnel for technical review. Academic Services returns proposals to the school/college
dean with any discrepancies/irregularities noted.
Reviews proposals.
Returns rejected proposals to departments with explanation.
Sends proposals to the Dean efEdtteat.ion and Prefe\1sional Stttd!es University Professional Education Council CUPEC) for approval
if they the proposals affect programs for the preparation of school personnel. After taking appropriate action, the Dean ef CEPS
UPEC returns proposals to the school/college dean.
Sends proposals to the Dean of Graduate Studies if they affect graduate programs. After taking appropriate action, the Dean of
Graduate Studies returns proposals to the school/college dean.
Forwards approved proposals to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE/FACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

*

Enter all proposals on the Curriculum Summary Log. Forwards Log for review at the following Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee (FSCC). Following review by the FSCC. the log is distributed Dislf'i'btttes sttmmat, to the provost, school/college deans,
CWU University center~ admiftistrators, department chairs, FSCC, General Education Committee, and other affected departments.
Unless objections arise, the proposals will be automatically approved two weeks after the FSCC has been notified (the proposed
approval date will be noted on the Summary Log).
* Forwards the following proposals to the FSmFaculty Senate after being approved by the FSCC:
1. New programs or new options to existing programs.
2. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required beyond the upper limits specified in the
Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual (75 for BA; 110 for BS) or beyond the limits previously approved by the Faculty
Senate.
* Rejected proposals are returned to the Provost with explanation.

FA Cf;fbTY BEN,f TF: CYRIYCU/:;UU COMMITTEE
R:e- ~ieNs prot'Jesals fer new pregratm, neH options te existing programs, ~~nd eettrse addiiiens te existing programs tl•al exeeed the ttpper
lirnitefe•edits. Rejeeted proposals are retttmed to theP re'l'e~twith explanation. Apt'JPO't'~d propesals.are ferwtmled lethe Faettlty
Senttte:Re •.ie'AS the Cttl'l'ietdtun St!n~ nary Leg. T&ltes aetion within tHe l'l eeks if there are eeneems and nerifies Pre•est. O~hel'\dse ne ftt•·tfoler
aetien is refjttired.
FACULTY SENATE

*

Acts on proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, course additions to existing programs that exceed the upper
limit of allowed credits and curriculum changes affecting the General Education Requirements and retttms them te the Pre • est. Both
approved and re jected proposals are returned to the Provost (with explanation if re jected).

PROVOST'S OFFICE

*
*

Returns rejected proposals to school/college dean with explanation.
Forwards appropriate proposals to the Board of Trustees for approval.
"' Forwards appropriate BOT approved proposals to the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB).
* Forwards copies of all approved proposals to the Registrar er Dean ef Gradt1ate Sttteies and Researeh_for entry into the catalog.
* ~Je!ifies departments ef apprcwed prepes11ls. Forwards copies of approved proposals to appropriate departments, school/college, and
Dean of Graduate Stud ies if req uired.
* Maintains original proposals in the Provost's Office.

B 3 General Education Curriculum Change Flow Chart
ORIGINATOR
•

Individual proposing General Education curriculum change submits a completed Program Change Transmittal
Form (B) with a description of the proposed change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures,
to the Provost's Office.
• The Provost's Office marb highlights the transmittal form as a General Education Requirement Change .
.No·81'Pffl • al date i:ndie~ted.

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
• FoHo .~i:ttg tvto week hold,.a A copy of the program change form is sent to the General Education Committee
chair and committee members, along v. ith.a eo •.er memo and an, respomes froru the aeademie eommttniey,.
• General Education Committee acts on the proposal.
• If approved, Chair adds a memo documenting committee action and sends to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee chair. If rejected, proposal is sent back to originator.

€UR:rR:!CfJ£lf:Af8UMMAR'YhOGFA CULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
• Program change request is listed in the Curriculum Summary Log, marked as a General Education
Requirement Change.
• Log is distributed in l:be ettstemary mtlmt.eras noted in the Narrative Curriculum FloW" Chart (previous page). to
the Fae~tl,ty Senate Cttrriettlttm Comrnittee., department ebairs and: aeademie deans. The two week bold period
provides time for response from the academic community.
• Affer the two week hold the curritmlum committee ac'ts on the J)roposal.
• If approved, FSCC chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action and sends to the Faculty
Senate chair and to.the Provost's Office. ffrejeoted. proposal is returned to the General Education Committee.
Responses sentto the Pre•ost's Ofiiee.

FACULTY SENATE
•
•

Senate acts on the proposal.
Faculty Senate chair sends a memo documenting Senate action to the Provost's Office.

PROVOST'S OFFICE
•

•

Provost sends a letter confirming the change in the General Education requirements along with the strike-out
veFsion of the program changes to the Registrar, with copies to the Faculty Senate chair, the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee chair, the General Education Committee chair, academic deans, and the department
chair of the department affected by the change.
A copy of the letter is kept in the Provost's Office for reference and catalog review.

Appendix C (l)

FORM A: NEW PROGRAM Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ __________________________
~~

Submittal Date: - -- -------

School/College: - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -Department Cbair:______ __________ _________________

Planned Implementation Date: - - - - - - -

Location of Program: _________________.,.-------------

Does this program affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel?_ YES_ NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through ~Eclcrcatron<md'"Professiona l Stueies fitr ,il"iil'•\h~ UPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements? _YES _NO
Description of Proposed Program for Curriculum Summary Log ( 10 words or less):

Program Name

Degree Type: _B.A. _B.S. _B.Ed. __ B.Mus. _B .F.A. _M.A. __M.A.T. __M .Ed. _M.F.A. __M.M. _M .S.
Program Title : - - --------- ----------------------------- - - - - - -------------------Sp~i a l~~~Title(~m~ :

___________________________________

Minor: ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------What is the total credit requirement for this program? ______
Estimated enrollments for five years FTE/Headcount. __ I

__2

__3

_4

_5

Maximum number of students admitted: - - - - - Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)
On attached sheet: Type the new program as you wish it to appear in the on-line catalog denoting any new courses and a
one paragraph synopsis of the program (this is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT). Refer to the Curriculum
Policies and Procedures Manual.
··
Also please attach:

Proposal Narrative
Any Course Addition/Deletion Forms (Form C or Form D)

Signatures: This form needs to be submitted to the next signature level within 10 working days.
Approval

Date

Signature

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean

.

~!~:::.~'"rvices
University Professional Education CouncilUPEC (if applicable)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make four (or five) coptes for dtstnbutiOn: Provost Office--Regtstrar- Dean-Department/Program--{Graduate Office)
I. Date FSCC approved: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. Date approved by Board ofTrustees:
5. Date forwarded to Catalog: - - - --------------

2. Date approved by Faculty Senate: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. Date submitted to HECB :

JUSTIFICATION FOR NEW PROGRAM MUST BE ATTACHED TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW

New Program Background and Rationale:
I.
2.

Program as it is proposed to be offered. Star(*) new courses. Show total credits required.
Ju stification for the addition including any program that may be deleted as the result of this new program. A program
deletion requires Form B.
3. Impact on departmental load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to
be hired during the first three years.
4 . Projected non faculty staffing needs to support the program.
5. Projected student enrollment for each quarter over the next three years and special additional costs (fees) students will be
required to pay.
6. Projected space needs to support the program (office, classrooms, laboratory).
7 . Re lated curriculum changes that will result from this new program . New courses or course changes require Form C .
8. Detailed costs for implementing the program , by quarter, over the next three years .
9. Source of additional fiscal resources needed to implement the program.
t.O . Unique time elements involved for students to complete the program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six
quarters of upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three quarters.)
I I. Departments affected by the new program. (Attach approval letters from each department chair.)

Program Overview: (Required for new programs)
I.
II.

Department name, chair, implementation date, location (s) of new program.
List of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective
specialties, if appropriate.
III. Program descriptions:
A . Title
8. Special fees; concurrent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted;
cooperative effort with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C . Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion of preadmission courses, faculty
recommendation or required score on admissions test[s]).
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
E. List of courses required.
F . Total credits required.
G. All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog as 5-year
programs.
IV. List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors ; courses required and electives.

In addition to the above, the documents must address all requirements detailed in Section X , HECB Contents of Program
~roposal, of the curriculum policies and procedures manual.
Attach:

Program text for the on-line catalog.
A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the program along with a list of the courses (*denote new courses) and
showing total credits for program. (This will be submitted to the Faculty Senate).

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ __ _ ....:D ate

DA Policy (for

il~formational

purpose only):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or
program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student' s ability (with or without accommodation) to
perform the essential elements.

Revised 4/2000

Appendix C (2)

FORM B: PROGRAM Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department:

Submittal Date: - - - - - - - - -- -

Department Chair: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ ___

Date of Implementation: - - - - - - - - - - -

Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel? _._YES ___NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through ~~t:.&H:teati R-en&frofessr&Jt&l..sw4ies-feF-F&¥i~ UPEC.)

Description of Proposal for Curriculum Summary Log (10 words or less):

.Pl"O ram Name and Action:

Degree Type: ___ B.A. _B.S . _B.Ed . _B.Mus. _B.F.A . _M.A . _M.A.T. _M.Ed. _M.F.A. _M.M. _M.S .
Program Tit.Ie: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
Special~ationT~Ie(~any): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _~--------------~--~

Minor:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _______________
Deletion :

Yes (Skip to signature)

ADD: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Change:

Credits

_ _ Yes (Complete information below)

REMOVE: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

f
Program Changes:A request form (Form Cor D) for each new, changed or deleted course must be submitted along with this
form.
What is the new total credit requirement for this program? _ _ _ _
Please attach: A one paragraph synopsis of the requested change or deletion, also show the strike out version of the changes and
the total credits for the program. Denote new courses with an asterisk. This is for submission to the Faculty Senate and BOT.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Academic Services
U n iyers ity Professional Education Council (UPEC)
Dean of Graduate Studies (if applicable)
Make lo ur (or tive) copies for distribution : Provost Office-Registrar-Dean ' s Oftice-Department/Program--{Graduate Office)
' Date FSCC approved: ----..,...-2. Faculty Senate notitied (Deletions, gen ed, program credit overlimit) : - - - - - ' Date BOT notitied (Deletions only) : - - - -- - -4. To Catalog: - - -- - - - - -- - - -

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROGRAM DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE ATTACHED
TO THIS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
PROGRAM OVERVIEW (Required for program changes):
I.
II.

Department name, chair, office location and phone number.
Lisl of Pruft:ssu• s, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors who teach in the program and their respective specialties, if
appropriate .
II I. Program description :
A. Title
B. Special fees; concunent course stipulations; unique off-campus locations; maximum number of students admitted; cooperative
effort with other universities, businesses, or governmental entities.
C . Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion of preadmission courses, faculty recommendation or
required score on admissions test(s).
D. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated.
I;:. List of courses required.
F. Total credits required.
G. All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required must be clearly labeled in the catalog 5-year programs.
IV. List of specializations, options or minors available and their advisors ; courses required and electives.

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE (Required for program changes and deletions):
I.
2.

Summary of changes.
Text of the program incorporating both old and new versions, following these editing guidelines; (a) bracket additions; (b) line
through deletions; (c) underline changes in wording.
3. A clean copy of the program as it is proposed to be offered. Star(*) new courses.
4. Justification for the change.
5. l mpact on departmental load.
6. Impact on instructional costs.
7 . Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed change.
8 . Attach notification sent to chairs of departments affected.
9. Unique time elements involved in completing the revised program. (It is presumed a major can be completed in six quarters of
upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum of three quarters.)
I 0. Provisions for allowing currently enrolled students to graduate.
In addition to the above, all program deletions must address all requirements detailed in the Guidelines for Program
Planning, Approval and Review issued by the Higher Education Coordinating Board. (A copy is available from the
Provost's Office).
Also please attach :

For Program Changes: On-line catalog text and
For Program Deletions: A separate one-paragraph synopsis of the deletion . (This will be submitted
to the Faculty Senate and BOT).

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ __ _ .D ate

ADA Policy (for

il~formational

purpose only):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course
or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without
accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Revised 4/2000

Appendix C (3)

FORM C: Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Jepartm cnt:_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Submittal Date: - - - - - - -- - - - -- -

IF THE ANSWER TO All OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS NO- Use FORM D.
1) Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES (UPEC approval required) _NO
2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES (Gen Ed approval required)
NO
3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program?_ YES
NO

Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites? __YES

_ _NO

Type of Course ADDlTION:_ Regular Curriculum _Special Topic_ Seminar (Special Topics and Seminars will expire
after three years and may be converted to a regular course offering using Form D.)
Type of Course CHANGE (if UPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credits are affected): _ _Deletion __Prefix __Number
__Credits __Title _ _ Description
Reason for course change (10 words or less):

Does this cha ne:e affect any pro[ra ms m your or an y other departm ent?
Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date and method). Please attach signed approvals.

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _____ Course Num ber: _ _ __ _ _ _ Credits: _ _ _
iitle: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Proposed course addition or change(s) for on-line catalog: (Use for Special Topics/Seminars also)
Department Prefix:

Course Number:

Credits:

Titl e:
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

List Prerequisites for course:

List Cross-listed courses:

1st qtr. to be offered: - - -- - - - Required course _ _

Elective course

This course required for courses below

Abbrevia~dT~Ie(l8character~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Con tact h rs by type: __ Lecture __Lab _ _ Lecture/Lab __ Seminar __ Practicum Other: _ _(Refer to Peoplesoft Codes)
Grade Option (Check only one): _Letter Grade _ S/U
Course Repeated for credit: _YES (to a maximum of _credits)
NO
Estimated Enrollment: Year 1: _
Year 2: _
Year 3: _
Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing
Other (Check all that apply)

,_)LEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE

Revised 4/00

s·1<1natures:

. d to the next applicable sionature level within 10 workin~ days,
Th"IS f onn nee d s t 0 b e su b mttte
Approval

Sig:nature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
Schooi/Colkge Dean
Academic Services
University Professional Education Councii-UPEC
General Education Committee
Dean of Graduate Studies
MHke four (or live) copies for distribution:

Provost Oflice

Registrar

Dean's Office Department/Program

(Graduate Oflice)

Date FSCC approved: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fac Senate approved (Gen Ed Only):._ _ _ _ _ __ _ Dnte fonvanled to C a t a l o g : - - - - - - - -

JUSTIFICATION FOR COURSE ADDITION, DELETION OR CHANGE MUST BE
ATTACHED TO TIDS FORM IN THE FORMAT BELOW
Course Addition:
I.
2.

Justification for the addition and the course level.
A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will b(; returned to the originator
if the learning outcomes and assessment plan are not included).
Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be hired during
the ti rst three years.
Non-faculty starting needs.
Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay.
Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.
Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory, equipment,
facilities, etc.
Sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.
Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Descriptions:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

l'retix.
Number.
Title- Concisely and accurately describe the subject matter of the course.
Credits.
Prerequisites- State in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if:
a) Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
b) The course is one of a sequence.
c) A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the discipline is necessary.
Course Description - Describe content, not methodology, in twenty-five (25) words or less plus prerequisites, restrictions and other
qualifications. Not necessary if course title is self-explanatory. Examples of qualifications and restrictions:
a) Not to be counted in major.
b) May be repeated for credit (when subject matter differs [to a maximum of __ credit(s)]).
c) Grade will be S/U.
d) Cross-listed courses: i.e. same as ANTI-I 480. Student shall not receive credit for both.
c) Pn:Jix or Number Change: i.e. formerly ANTI-I 480.

Deletions or Changes- Background and Rationale (use only if change affects UPEC, Gen Ed, or Program Credit change)
I.
2.
3.
~-

.lustitication for the change or deletion.
Department(s) affected by the change or deletion. Attach approval letter from the chairs of departments affected.
Changes Only: Attach course change text for the on-line catalog.
Deletions Only: a) Number of students ordinarily enrolled in the course; b) Impact on department load; c) Related curriculum changes
that will result from this pmposed deletion.

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ _Initial _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date

AD..t Policy {jill' it!fiJI·nwtional purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance lVilh the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
l)olicv, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knoll'ledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teac.
~· o that u determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

!{(;vised 4100

Appendix C

Form D: Course Change Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __

Submittal Date: - -- -- - - -- - -

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THE QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 4 IS YES - Use FORM C.
I) Does
2) Does
3) Does
4) Does

this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel?_ YES
this change affect General Education requirements?_ YES
NO
this change affect the total credits for any program?_ YES
NO
this change affect pre-requisites or corequisites? __YES
NO

NO

ype of Course Change: __Deletion _ _Prefix __Number __Credits _ _Title _ _ Description
Does this cha nge affect an y pr·oa1·arns m yo ur or an y other de-partment?
Affected Program

YES

NO

Notification (date and method). Please attach signed approvals.

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: ___Course Number: ___Credits:

Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -

Proposed course change(s) for on-line catalog:
Qepartment Prefix: ___Course Number:
Credits:
Title: - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- ist qtr. to be offered: :
Required course _ _ Elective course _ _
New Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

COURSE CONVERSION: Special Topic/Seminar Number
Expiration Date:

Title: - - - : - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - Please attach original Course approval form.

New Course Number
Required Course:
Elective Course: _ __
If this course has changed significantly over the past three years, please resubmit as a new course. (Form C)
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

APPROVAL
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Academic Services

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE
Revised 4/00

SIGNATURE

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
lf this request is a special topic/seminar conversion, please make sure your original document has the
following information.

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be
returned to the originator for completion)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ __ __ Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix C (5)

FormE: Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

( ) Workshop___ 91

( ) Professional Development 500

(Check one of the above and indicate level)
ORIGINATED OR SUBMITTED BY
DEPARTMENT

DATE INITIATED - - - - - - -

I.

Course Prefix & Number - - - - - -- Title - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Credits _ _ __
List abbreviated title for transcript. Limited to eighteen spaces, including punctuation.

2.

Course Description (brief 25 words or less) :

,

Yes

.l ,

No

4.

If this course duplicates or approximates some other course now offered, specify any interdepartmental agreement.

5.

Provide rationale for this course including short term nature, anticipated change to regular course, and projected clientele. Be specific.

6.

Describe arrangements which have been made to staff the course for the initial offering.
Instructor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

Rank _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dates and Times - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.

Evaluation: Letter Grade _ __

Anticipated Enrollment - - - - - - -

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) - -- - - -

Give justification for S/U grading request.

g_

Mode of Delivery: _ _ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _ _Internet/web __Video tape
Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing

APPROVAL
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Academic Services

')ate Approved

Revised 4/00

_ _ _ __

Other

SIGNATURE

(Check all that apply)

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
Please provide the following information. (Use additional sheets if necessary)

TO PICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVE($) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if stud en t len rn er outcomes nnd nssessment p roced ures nre not included , this for m will be

r eturned to the originnto r fo r com pletion):

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

DESCRlBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS:

Please aclmowledge you have rend and agree to a bide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ __ _ _ Date
ADA P()/icy (for informationlll purpose ouly):

As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must idemify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach su that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to pcrfonn the essential elements.

Make fou•· (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Oftice

Revised 4/00

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendi:\ D

Academic Year Curriculum Sununary Log
Date
Proposed Approval Date
Date
Rec'd

Department

Proposal Type*

Program/Course

u
p

G
E

Brief Description of Proposal

F

s

E

c

Addition ofcolumn titles and kev

UPEC- University Professional Education Council; GE- General Education; FS- Faculty Senate; BOT- Board of Trustees;- HECB- Higher Education Coordinating Board
Proposal Type Key-- P =Prefix; N =Number; T =Title; C =Credit; D =Description; SP =Special Topic; S =Seminar; W =Workshop
Prepared by the Office of the
Revision Date
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

*

B
0
T

H
E

c

B

A ddition of new di~tribution

Appendix I

CENTRAL WASIDNGTON UNIVERSITY
COURSE RESERVE FORM
This form will be used as official notification for changes to the on-line and printed catalog. NOTE: Once a course
is placed on reserve it will automatically be deleted if it is not taught within a three year period.
Depa rtm en t: _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

Date: _ _ __ _ __ _ ___

Proposed Change:
_ _Add course to reserve list
_ _Reactivate course from reserve list

Date course placed on reserve - - - - - - - - -

_ _Add program to reserve list
Date program placed on reserve._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ Reactivate program from reserve list
Course as it a

enrs in the on-line catnlo

Course Prefix: _ _ _ _ _Number: _ _ _ _Title: --- - - - -- - -- - - - -- - Course Prefix:
N umber:
Title: - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - ears in the on-line cnta lo :
__ Major

__Minor

__Other

Degree T ill~ =· -------------__ Major

__Minor

__ Other

Degree Title: - - - - - -- -- - - - --

Department Chair Signature

Date

Send one copy to:

Revised 4/2000

Registrar
Provost Office
Graduate Studies

Program Title:. _ __ __ _ _ _ __

Program Title: - - - - - - - -- -

rRatlonale: Most of the changes to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual are simply housekeeping exercises: Creating an index,
revising the table of contents, adding the People-Soft Codes, Providing samples of properly filled out Curriculum Transmittal forms. Some of
t' --- ~have been completed; some will be completed during the summer.
However, we are making changes to the Curriculum Transmittal Forms: C and D and adding a form E. As a result, we are revising the
curriculum flowcharts and written descriptions of the flow charts to reflect those changes.
Form C will deal with all course additions (New Courses) including Seminars and Special Topics. The rationale behind adding Seminars and
Special Topics courses to the regular course addition form is that doing so will emphasize the existing stipulations that these types of courses
must fulfill the same course requirements as all other new courses, including the preparations of learner outcomes and assessment strategies.
In this way, Seminars and Special Topics course are more clearly accountable to the same requirements of academic stringency.
We have redesigned Form D to include minor course modifications, ones that do not require Gen Ed approval, UPEC approval, or alter pre or
co-requisites or existing program credit totals. This "short form" is designed to streamline the process of making minor changes to courses and
significantly reduce paperwork. Included on this form is an area for Special Topics and Seminar courses to be readily converted to regular
course offerings. This is specifically intended to close the loophole of repeated extensions on these courses beyond the three year limit and to
make the transition to a regular offering more efficient.
We have created a form E to deal with Workshops and Professional Development 500 courses. Since the Curriculum Committee makes no
ruling on these courses, they are by nature separate from other kinds of course offerings, but the university must maintain records on these
courses. Form E provides the means to do so.
These changes result in minor changes to the wording of the manual (stipulating forms C, D, E where appropriate.

Exhibit E

4.30 B. 1. Assistant Professor
a.

The doctorate degree, as recognized by United States accrediting associations, or eqtJiveleRt appropriate terminal degree (i.e.,
standards established by recognized United states accrediting associations);
or

b.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five (45) quarter credit hours of
systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree and three (3) years of professional academic experience;
or

c.

4.30 B. 2.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and five (5) years of professional academic
experience.
Associate Professor

a.

The doctorate degree or eqtJiveleRt appropriate terminal degree (i.e. standards established by recognized United States
accrediting associations) and six (6) years of professional academic experienc~

b.

Hle master's aegree es reeesRI~ed ay Ul"'ited States eeereditii"'S esseeletlel"'s el"'d ferty fi•woe (45) qtJerter eFet:!it tle~o:~rs ef systemetie
sttJd'J' ae)eRd that Reeded fer~e mester'.s aegree eRd eigRt (8) year es ~refessleflel eeedemie ex~erleRee.

4.30 B. 3.a. Professor
The doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally expected or the eqtJi·teleRt appropriate terminal degree
standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations) and ten (10) years of professional academic experit.. ~d;
4.60

Non-Tenure Track Appointments
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers or adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of an
academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president when, in the judgment of the department such
appointments are desirable to help the department meet teaching loads.
Nor:~-tenure-trackc aopeintees who teach or supervise subjects or activities in which students receive credit shall hold at least the
master's degree or equivalent as approved by United States accrediting agencies. Only in exceptional cases may. this rule be waived.

A.4.

Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers are not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure
and other similar benefits. However, individuals holding such appointments may as a result of a national search. at
eRy time be given a tenure-track appointment with academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in Section
4.30 of the Faculty Code. end; Wwith such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and approval by
the appropriate dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs and the president, such Individuals may be
given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time served towards promotion, tenure and professional leave or
other similar benefits where applicable;

A.a .

Full-time non-tenure-track appointees shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Sections 5.07 and 8.65)
and independently, by department chairs at least once each year before any renewal of the appointment occurs.
Such evaluation shall take 4.60 A. 6 of the Faculty Code and the terms of the appointee's cqntract into account.
Department chairs shall inform the dean of the results of the evaluation.

B. 3. d. The performance of the adjunct appointees' contracted assignments shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Sections
5.07 and 8.65) and, independently, by department chairs at least once each year . .
Rationale: The proposal that non-tenure track faculty hold at least the master's degree simply repeats the stipulation in Section 4.55 that
tenure-track appointees possess at least the master's degree. It has come to the attention of the Code Committee that degree requireme
the non-tenure-track may be handled in a more cavalier manner than for the tenure-track in some schools/colleges of the university. Other
proposed changes are necessary in order to conform to proposed new Section 5.05. (See above.)

.or

, 8.70.

c

1.

Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this Code, except that faculty members normally cannot be
promoted before completing thrree E3) four (4) years of service in their current rank at Central Washingtbn University. Thus
consideration for promotion can occur in the thit'6 fourth and subsequent years of service in the current rank. Three E3) Four (4}·
years in a current rank does not guarantee promotion. Primary responsibility for recommendations for promotion rests with the
schools, colleges, library and appropriate deans.

3.

It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their professional records. Faculty members who wish to be
considered for promotion must make available to the department and its personnel committee updated professional record forms
and other materials consistent with the university's and department's criteria for the award of promotl0n (Section 8.65.0).
Individual tenured and tenure-trac.k faculty members, excepting phased retirees, shall be entitled to submit recommendations to
their dean concerning candidates for promotion. The personnel committee of the department or the department as a whole may
prepare a list of recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department chair will inform qualified faculty members of their
placement on the chair's list, of the recommendation of the personnel committee whenever relevant, prior to the transmission of
the list(s) to the appropriate administrator.

8.75 Merit
B.

Merit-Procedure
1.

(Second paragraph) The professional record, along with such other documentation as is pertinent to the case, that meets
university. college/school and departmental criteria f0r the award of merit. shall t&-te be submitted to the appropriate chair
and/or departmental personnel committee by the established deadline date for a given year (See academic calendar for
submission dates).

:t-:

Ti'le reasef'ls fer ~rafltil'l~ merit wm

7 .&.

Departments, deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs shall observe the deadlines for submission of merit
recommendations posted in the academic calendar.

8.9:-

In years when funds exist for merit awards, recommendations for merit shall be made by departments and a list established
by deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs.

ee maele f)ttblie te exemf)llfy ·f'ihat.is veltteel ey the ttRi'Jersily.

8.80 Tenured Faculty Review
Tenured faculty shall be reviewed by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at least once every
three (3) years. Merit or promotion review may constitute such a continuing performance evaluation; if merit or promotion reviews do not
occur for a given faculty .member during a three (3) year period, a separate performance evaluation shall be conducted. The criteria and
procedures for such evaluation shall be consistent with those·for the award of merit and promotion.
Phased retirees shall be evaluated by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at least once every
three years in accordance with Section 9.92 G. of this Faculty Code.
Tenured faeultv and phased retirees under review shall submit to the department chair and members 0f the department updated
professional rec0rds and other materials consistent with the university and departmental criteria for merit and promotion and with Secti0n
9.92 G 0f this Faculty €ode.
Through the review of tenured faculty, the university encourages and assists faculty members in their efforts to improve professionally.

ROLL CALL 1999-00 {Print 3)
FACULTY SENATE MEETING: 05/31/00

~AMSON, Karen

--~·_HOLTFRETER,Robert

ALSOSZATAI PETHEO, Jehn
./BAXTER, Louise
~E~GHAN, Jim
..JL..B9TH, Linda
~ ENSON, William
~UNSTEIN, Michael
~I_SURTZ, Martha
APLES, Minerva
OCHEBA, Don
V oeviETTI, Terry
0LY,Lisa
FORDAN, Rebert

_ _ FUENTES, Agustin
--~
- RAUBESON,

Linda

___VACANT
_ _BOWMAN, Andrea
_ _DUGAN, Jack
_ _PALMQUIST, Bruce
_ _.ARRINGTON, Jane
_ _DONAHOE, Susan
_ _GHOSH, Koushik
WEYANDT, Lisa
_ _MELBOURNE, Timothy
~PITTOCK, Bea
_ _ HARPER, James
_ _ POWELL, Joe
_ _ FAIRBURN, Wayne
_ _VASEK, Cheri
_ _ HOOD, Webster

~GAMON,Ken

~RAY, Loretta

~UNN, Gerald
_ _ HAWKINS, Jim
~1, Chenyang
\?KAMINSKI, Walter
KILEN, Josh
Keith
-.:
V'M
_M(ONSON, Luetta

_ _HOLDEN, La~ . " J1 /1

.n _ --.,

~.Sf-tt.~ V/ t 'V~r.__

lZLs:w1s,

_ _ BACH, Glen
_ _WOODCOCK, Don
_ _VACANT
_ _ L FKOWITZ, Natalie
_ _ HECKART, Beverly
_ _yACANT
_ _ CANNCASCIATO, Daniel
_ _ GAUSE, Tom
_ _BRADLEY, James
___LOCHRIE, Mary
___ D'ACQUISTO, Leo
_ _WIRTH, Rex
_ _DONAHUE, Barry
_ _SNEDEKER, Jeff
___ABDALLA, Laila
___ BUTTERFIELD, Carol
_ _ALWIN, John
_ _PENICK, Jeff
___SCHACTLER, Carolyn

-~THERY,

Vince
..JL'"NELSON, Joshua
_ _ NGALAMULUME, Kalala
v=--ouvERO, Michael
~WENS, Patrick
~OLISHOOK, Mark
kR,ICHMOND, Lynn
--:...._· OBERTS, Connie
- - -:..;
R BERTS, Scott
SCHAEFER, Todd
~HWING, James
~NCER, Andrew

UEBELACKER, Morris
\?WILLIAMS, Wendy

~ATT,Marla
Total: 39
Quorum: 20

-- -~·-

-~.

Date: May 31, 2000
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name if you are not a Faculty Senator.

